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Editorial

SPROUT, the Annual Journal of Sipajhar College Teachers’ Unit has been a continuous
collaborator in the academic trip of the college. The aim of this journal is to provide a
platform to publish the academic-non-academic and allied articles/thoughts to the
authors. It excels in quality growth in academic and research. Sprout is characterised
by in-depth, insightful analysis of important issues and events at the regional, national
and international levels. Creating a loyal, intelligent and socially conscious readership
has always been a goal of SPROUT.

Like every year, the journal is ready with its resourceful collaboration. It is a matter of
great pride to share that this Golden Jubilee celebration year of Sipajhar College, the
issue of the journal has accommodate articles form a wider community of authors.
Unlike previous issues, this issue is not compiled by articles from Sipajhar College’s
family only. We are enlightened by the contribution of articles from various colleges of
Assam. Also, this issue has been specially guided by advisors from its affiliating
university: Gauhati University as well as from Cotton University and expected to serve
the academic community in a better way.

This issue has tried to shed light on several important topics of varied range from
language, literature, socio-political-cultural and historical issues to science, environment
and sustainability. This volume incorporated twenty three articles in total. Out of which
there are four articles from outside the college.

Today’s era is called as “era of freebies”. Everything is affected and revolving around
the culture of freebies except only knowledge. Knowledge is an accumulation of facts,
principles and methods within the mind. Creative thinking as well as the critical thinking
and brainstorming is much needed in learning processes to encourage logical decision-
making and innovations. Higher education has long been recognized as a major
contributing factor to the social, cultural and intellectual life of a society by improving
the quality of human knowledge. HEI’s need to take a hard look at its educational
system and research initiatives and work towards overall quality enhancement. The
new National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 also emphasizes quality research in HEI’s. It
aims at producing engaged, productive, and contributing citizens for building an
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equitable, inclusive, and plural society. HEI’s must enable an individual to study one or
more specialized areas of interest at a deep level, and also develop character, ethical
and Constitutional values, intellectual curiosity, scientific temper, creativity, spirit of
service, and 21st century capabilities across a range of disciplines including sciences,
social sciences, arts, humanities, languages, as well as professional, technical, and
vocational subjects. A quality higher education must enable personal accomplishment
and enlightenment, constructive public engagement, and productive contribution to
the society. Hope, this volume of the journal will encourage the readers to work more
on specific as well as interdisciplinary fields to enlighten themselves.

SPROUT (Volume VI) special note: Volume VI of SPROUT was not published in the session
2020-2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic situation. And that volume is now published
in the current session of 2021-22.

The editor is grateful to all the authors, to the editorial board advisors and members,
Sipajhar College Teachers’ Unit and all well-wishers for their constant help, support
and encouragements for making this volume to be published.

Aswini Kalita
Assistant Professor

Department of Chemistry
Sipajhar College
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Surface/Interface effect of Graphene Oxide nano-sheet for the
dewetted Polymeric Nanostructures

Dr. Nayan Mani Das
Assistant Professor

Department of Physics
Sipajhar College

Abstract

Physicochemical patterns composed of graphene-oxide (GO) flakes on a flat and homogeneous
silicon (Si) substrate could lead to the pattern directed dewetting of ultrathin (< 20 nm)
polystyrene (PS) films. The dewetted morphology consisting of PS droplets dispersed on the
GO flakes showed a one-step process to synthesize GOPS nanocomposites. Interestingly, when
the dewetted PS droplets on GO flakes were exposed to UV-ozone (UVO) for the different
time durations, PS nanostructures of size less than 100 nm with sub-micron periodicity were
formed. The disintegration is because of the exposed ozonlysis of these droplets beyond their
glass transition point (TG) by generating hot-spots at the GO-PS interface.  The combination of
catalytic conversion, spreading, and evaporation of the dewetted PS droplets under UVO
exposure led to the formation of high-density PS nanodroplets on the GO flakes.

Introduction

The study of the polymers and its composites are of great importance since the same have
many useful applications that includes surface coating to lithographic processes [1,2], dielectric
layers in organic electronics etc. [3]. For such useful applications we need a better control for
improving polymer film adhesion with the substrate [4].  Most of the known polymers have
an intrinsically low surface tension and hence they are of good choice to work for the surfaces
for desirable applications since the polymer adhesion, wettability and biocompatibility can be
altered by simply modifying the surface properties [4-6]. Certain properties as mentioned
earlier can only be controlled if viscoelastic properties of the surfaces are known apriory and
their behaviour as a function of external stimulations such as pH gradient, temperature,
pressure, ozonolysis, magnetic field etc.[7-9] is well controlled. The earlier studies have revealed
that such aspects become more crucial when one employs thinner films [10]. In the
microelectronics industry, for instance, dimension dependent properties are expected to pose
significant challenges especially when patterning photoresists by advanced lithography below
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100 nm. In these systems, processing conditions may need to be optimized as a function of
film thickness.

Recently, people have studied the conformations of polymers by using the graphene oxide as
fillers [11]. They have shown that confinement of the polymer chains causes a corresponding
reduction in inter-chain entanglements.  Here we opted to study the change of the conformation
and the entanglement of the polystyrene (PS) while using graphene oxide (GO) as basal plane
in presence of the UV-ozone exposure for the different durations. PS was selected for the
present studies for several reasons. (a) The solution chemistry of this polymer has been studied
extensively; although details of the entanglement behavior are still debated, the chemistry of
PS is better characterized than that of most other polymers [12]. (b) Relatively well-
characterized samples of this material with small polydispersity are readily available
commercially. (c) Since PS is amorphous (non-crystalline), some potential complications from
the interpretation of the micrographs already removes automatically. (d) The polymer is not
likely to be highly charged in ordinary solutions. The electro-neutrality allows assessment of
the role of entanglement with little complication from coulombic interactions.

Moreover, research on dynamics tends to focus on nanocomposites with sheet-like graphene
oxides and graphene is nontrivial. The challenge is partly due to the highly anisotropic nature
of such nanoparticles which, combined with their impenetrability and rigidity which can alter
the polymer properties in unconventional ways [13].

Experimental Details

Graphene oxide (GO) synthesis method
GO solution was prepared from graphite flakes following the improved synthesis method. The
method of preparation has been discussed in earlier literature [14]. The graphite flakes (0.5 g)
and KMnO4 (3.0 g) were added in a mixture of 63 mL of concentrated H2SO4 and 7 mL of H3PO4.
The resulting solution was heated at 50 C and stirred for 12 h. Following this, 30% H2O2 (3 mL)
and 50 mL of water was added into the solution. The exothermic reaction was carried out in
an ice cooled environment (0 ºC) and after completion 100 mL of water was added into the
solution. The solution was then cooled down to room temperature and centrifuged (8000
rpm for 15 min) to discard the supernatant liquid. The precipitate was washed 3 to 4 times
periodically with 10% HCl and water, until sulfate was not detected by addition of BaCl2. The
precipitate was washed repeatedly with water until a neutral pH was reached. The precipitate
was then dried with P2O5 in vacuum at room temperature before dispersing in water and
sonication for 2 h to obtain the GO solution for the experiments.
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Preparation of stock solutions of Graphene oxide and polystyrene

The GO collected were dispersed in deionized Milli-Q water having a resistivity of 18.2 MÙ.
cm. The dispersion was mechanically stirred for about 5 minutes in a mechanicals stirrer until
the large flakes get changed to smaller ones. The dispersion was then gently sonicated for 10
minutes so that the exfoliation of the large flakes takes place. After exfoliation dispersion was
added to methanol with water: methanol (1:5) proportion and used as spreading solution for
the deposition. Nearly 20 ml of graphene oxide solution in water/methanol was spread on the
subphase. In a separate container a stock solution of concentration of 1% w/v of polystyrene
(Sigma Aldrich, molecular weight = 280K, polydispersity index (PDI) <1.1) was prepared in
toluene. From the prepared stock solution by calculating different volume of toluene for
required dilution we made concentrations of 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.15%, 0.2% and 0.25% w/v of
polystyrene.

Deposition of thin films of Graphene oxide and polystyrene

Figure 1: Schematic for the homemade dripping method to deposit GO thin film.

Pieces Si-wafers were taken as substrates for deposition of the thin films. The deposition of
graphene oxide thin film over Si-substrate was carried out with the help of a homemade
dripping method. Already dispersed solution of graphene oxide in 1:5 water-methanol solution
was spread over the deionized water taken in the funnel.

After spreading the system was allowed to keep undisturbed for 12-15 minutes which gives
the dispersed flakes to orient over the water subphase in a very well manner. Later a piece of
Si-substrate was kept beneath the funnel at the bottom and the funnel water was allowed to
drip slowly in a controlled way with the help of the stopcock attatched to it. Films with very
well distributed flakes over the Si-substrate were gained by this method.
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Results and Discussions

Fabrication of GO Surfaces and polymer film

Figure.2: (a) Distribution of the graphene oxide flake over the silicon substrate deposited with
the help of the homemade dripping method. In the inset an optical image of a typical graphene
oxide thin film is shown. The scale bar is 5 µm. (b) The atomic force microscopy (AFM) image
of the graphene oxide flake deposited over the Si-substrate is shown. We draw two line profiles
over two graphene oxide sheets which showed a thickness of the flakes as 1.5 nm and 4 nm
respectively.

Freshly prepared GO nanosheets were deposited over the cleaned silicon wafers by a
homemade dripping method using a simple glass funnel. A thin film with randomly distributed
graphene oxide flake was fabricated. An optical microscopic image of a typical graphene oxide
thin film with randomly distributed flake sizes is shown in the figure.2. GO flake sizes with area
distribution of mostly around 100 µm2 was calculated which are showing a thickness of about
1-4 nm. These sheets of the graphene oxides were further used to look for the dewetting
phenomenon of the polystyrene nanofilms with solvent exposure.

Construction of polystyrene droplets over GO surfaces

Now polystyrene thin films were coated over the previously deposited GO films by using a
spin coater. In order to fabricate polystyrene thin films, understanding of the surface properties
of graphene oxide is very important since the contact-line deposition is critical for the uniform
film; and functionality as well as the contact line deposition is often criticized due to amphiphilic
nature of graphene oxides [15]. The surface energy of graphene oxide is ~62.1 mJ/m2, which
indicates promising dewetting phenomenon above the GO flakes. We have deposited thin
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polystyrene films by using 0.05%, 0.1% and 0.15% of polystyrene solution in toluene with the
spin coating technique.  The dewetting of the polymer thin films was achieved by exposing
them to toluene solvent vapors. With the increase in the concentration we can see a change
in the dewetting structures. The low concentrated thin films (with lesser thickness) gave a
uniform dewetting over the whole surface irrespective of whether dewetted upon the graphene
oxide flake or upon the position where there was no flake. On the other hand higher
concentration (with higher thickness) gave site specific changes in the radii of the droplet.
From figure 3(g, h) it is seen that the droplets anchored to the GO flakes are smaller in radii as
compared to the places where there was no flake beneath the polymer film [figure 3(h)].

A comparison of the droplet that are forming over the substrate having GO show a change in
the droplet sizes too as compared to films where GO is not used with the variation of
concentration, as shown in figure 3(a-h). The optical microscope images in figure 3 show that
the micron sized-droplets forming over the GO are very small in size than films without GO for
the equal concentration of PS. This may be due to the fact that a film over the silicon substrate
is thinner in the portion where the graphene oxide sheets are there beneath the polymer
films and the rest of the places there might be having a thicker film which gives the bigger
droplet. Nevertheless, we have again found that the droplets that are forming over the
substrates with GO are smaller on an average as compared to the one without graphene oxide
flake or over the bare substrates. This might be due to the “arrested dewetting” phenomenon
where the presence of GO can influence the behavior of the neighbouring places [figure 4(a-
c)]. Miniaturizations of droplets are also possible for polymer films forming over very rough
surfaces like graphene oxide (due to presence of wrinkles/ridges) as compared to a lesser
rough surface like SiO2.

Figure 3: Solution dewetted spin cast thin films of polystyrene of different concentration (a)
0.05% (b) 0.1% (c) 0.15% (d) 0.25%. Solution dewetted spin cast thin films of polystyrene over
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graphene oxide flakes with different former concentration (e) 0.05% (f) 0.1% (g) 0.2% (h)
0.25%. The picture clearly shows how with concentration of polystyrene the droplet sizes
vary. The images (e –h) show that the droplets are even smaller when dewetted over graphene
flakes with respect to their similar concentration counterpart. The scale bar is 20 µm.

Figure 4: A film of 0.05% polystyrene in toluene was solvent dewetted on GO flakes and the
AFM images of droplet distribution on the GO flakes is shown. The broken line in the images
(a), (b), and (c) demonstrates the sizes of the droplets near the edges (transition line) of the
GO flakes.

UV-Ozone (UVO) exposed surface morphology of polymer droplets

Figure 5: (a) dewetting of the polystyrene droplets over the graphene oxide flakes are shown
at different zones of the same film. In the below row the same film after treating with the UV-
ozone exposure for different time period (b) 30 minutes (c) 1 hours and (d) 1.5 hours. As the
time period increases the density of the graphene oxide sheets decreases and also the size and
the shape of the polystyrene droplets changes with the due course of exposing.

Firstly, the polystyrene film without the graphene oxide flakes were exposed to UVO and it
was found that there were no changes but shrinkage of the individual droplets to smaller
sizes. On the other hand, when the droplets over GO were exposed to UVO there were
conformational changes. In Figure 5(a-d), the exposure of dewetted polystyrene films over
GO flakes were done with help of ozone chamber and figured with a 100 X zoom lens of
optical microscopes.
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Figure 6: (a) A typical polystyrene film (0.1%) when dewetted over the graphene oxide flakes
with the help of the solvent exposure. The average diameters of the individual droplets are
counted to be around 750 nm. Figure (b) shows the same film after exposing to UVO for
duration of 1 hour and a clear picture of the fragmentation of the polystyrene droplets to
nano-size can be seen.

The well dewettted droplet pictures (Figure 5(a)) were found to be devoiding off the beautiful
uniform droplets gradually (Figure 5(d)), with time and almost 60-70% space over the film
region had been disappeared. In order to see more elaborately into these deserted spaces,
AFM was carried out and the miniaturized broken droplets (daughter droplets) were found.
These fragmented (daughter droplets) were originated from the bigger droplets (mother
droplets) which were formed during the dewetting process. The fragmentation of the daughter
droplets from the mother droplets were schematically shown in the figure 6(a-b).  A further
change of the formation of the daughter droplets with variation of concentration is shown
graphically in Figure 7(a,b). The probable explanation of disintegration are i) because of the
exposed ozonlysis of these droplets beyond their glass transition point (TG) by generating hot-
spots at the GO-PS interface and ii) the combination of catalytic conversion, spreading, and
evaporation of the dewetted PS droplets under UVO exposure led to the formation of high-
density PS nanodroplets on the GO flakes.

Figure.7: (a) Shows the variation of the size of the polystyrene droplets of different
concentration on exposure to UVO (b) The change in areal distribution of the polystyrene
over the substrate upon exposure to UVO for different time duration
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Impact of ozonolysis and formation of polystyrene nano-droplets over graphene oxide

It was shown that with the increase of the exposure time the isolated droplet over the graphene
plane initially ejects the polymer out of the droplets in the form of droplet of smaller size with
lesser molecular weight. Initially they were seemed to be circular [figure 10(a)]. The broken
film is further exposed to UVO for another half an hour and it is seen that the circular droplet
unzips its conformation and takes a curvy whip-like structure [figure 10(b)]. A further exposure
of the film for about one hour further unzip the conformation of the polymer and takes a
straight bruss-like and the area [figure 10(c)]. Interestingly, the surface area of these unzipped
nanodroplets almost remains the same, with 9212.25 nm2 and 9212.25 nm2 after 1 hour and
2 hours of UVO exposure to that of the initially formed circular droplet. Therefore exposure of
UVO to the polystyrene micro-droplets initially forces the droplets to eject into the smaller
droplets and further exposure unzips the ejected droplets to get changed to some particular
structure with negligible mass loss although exposed for longer duration. This particular idea
fixes a critical limiting dimension factor of the broken nano-droplet which shows a particular
trend of unzipping on ozonolysis.

Figure 8: Fragmented polystyrene droplets undergo change in the morphological structure
when exposed to UVO for (a) 30 min (b) 1 hour & (c) 2 hours respectively.

Conclusions

Here we have studied the surface behaviour and the distortion of conformation of the
polystyrene micron-sized droplets over the graphene oxide thin films when exposed to UV-
ozone for different time duration. From the study it was found that with the help of the external
stimuli, apart from getting functionalized thin composite films, we have fragmentation of the
polystyrene droplets that ultimately produces some nano-sized droplets with variation in
shapes. We also visualized lateral conformational relaxation of the polymer that changing the
UVO exposure duration with change in shapes to a brush-like structures which initially happened
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to be circular one. The experimental findings are favorable for sight specific enlargement,
trapping and entanglement for higher physical gains in composites. A recent finding shows
enhanced graphene enhanced Raman spectroscopy (GERS effect).
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A study on Psychology of Adjustment

                                                                                                            Dr. Sultana Rezia
Assistant Professor

                                                                                                Department of Education
                                                                                                          Sipajhar College

Abstract

Adjustment is a continuous process by which a person maintains a balance between himself
and his environment. The individual tries to maintain a balance between his needs and his
capacity of realising these needs. As long as this balance is maintained the individual remains
adjusted. Maladjustment is caused by two factors, the lack of the individual’s ability and by
the stiff conditions of the environment. Various theories have been advocated by Psychologists
to explain the phenomenon of adjustment. There are various factors in family, society and
educational system which lead to maladjustment of an individual. so, in this study every possible
step will be tried to be discussed.

Key words – Adjustment, Maladjustment, Balance

Introduction

The word adjustment simply means to adapt or modify one’s behaviour to meet the demands
of changing environment. It has two meanings. In one sense, it is a continuous process by
which a person varies his behaviour to produce a more harmonious relationship between
himself and his environment. In another sense, adjustment is a state, i.e., the condition of
harmony arrived at by person whom we call well adjusted. Adjustment is dependent on two
factors- one is internal power of the individual and the other is proper and conductive
environment. When both these factors are present, then there is adjustment, otherwise it is
not possible. Man is bundle of urges, cravings, desires and needs. When any of these is aroused,
tension is created in the organism of the individual. The individual tries to bring about changes
in this state to overcome the difficulties in the satisfaction of his needs. Sometimes he may
have to modify his needs under the pressure of social environment imposed upon him.

Objectives of the Study

A) To know about adjustment
B) To know about Maladjustment.
C) To know the mechanisms of adjustment.
D) To know the treatment and follow-up
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Methodology

This is a descriptive study. Here, secondary sources like books, journals and different websites
are used for data collection.

Discussion

Adjustment, obviously, is a continuous process, because conditions in the environment do
not remain static all the time. For example, when a student from a rural setting comes to a
city for higher studies, he has to frequently change his behaviour in order to adjust to the new
conditions of city life. Most of us use the adjustment mechanisms in our everyday life in varying
degrees. They are protective devices against frustration and reduce our emotional strain.

On the other hand, a person who is not to establish proper relationship between his ability
and environment is called maladjusted. But in a more proper time a person shall be called
maladjusted, who on account of the struggle and conflict between his abilities and capacities
and past environment is not able to lead a normal life in the present and feel happy i.e. a child
whose needs and desires were not fulfilled in his early age and who does not get security and
love from elder members of the society , develops such a rigid personality after having grown
up that it is not possible for him to feel happy in any environment. Such a child shall be called
“maladjusted child.” There are certain symptoms which give some indication of maladjustment
if excessively used by children. These symptoms can be divided into three categories. They are

i. Physical symptoms.
ii. Behaviour deviations
iii. Emotional symptoms

That person shall be called well-adjusted who is happy and can discharge his duties efficiently
in normal environment. It is not a complete definition. Some persons are able to achieve their
needs by making others unhappy. Such persons sometimes seen to be efficient and happy.
Such persons in the real sense of the term shall not be called well-adjusted persons. Really
speaking well adjusted person shall be one who fulfils his needs and desires in such a way that
he does not interfere with the desires and needs of others. So, Gates and others have remarked
“in short, the well-adjusted person is one, whose needs and satisfaction in life, are integrated
with a sense of social feeling and an acceptance of social responsibility.”

Mechanisms of Adjustment

There are some common ways which the individuals use to defend or escape from conflicts
and frustration which are known as defence or adjustment mechanisms. Every individual uses
his own mechanism to maintain the balance of his personality in the society, but psychologists
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have listed certain adjustment mechanisms which are used by majority of the people in the
constant struggle for survival in their environment. The characteristics of adjustment
mechanisms are

* Adjustment mechanisms are almost used by all people. They are used to protect or enhance
the person’s self-esteem against dangers. They defend the person against anxiety and
frustration. They increase satisfaction and help in the process of adjustment if used within
limit.

* The danger is always within the person. He fears his own motives. The fear and danger are
manifested in adjustment mechanisms.

* Invariably in all adjustment mechanisms, the individual distorts reality in one way or the
other, because the method of protecting against dangerous inner impulses or escaping from
anxiety involves some kind of distortion of the conscious representation of the person’s
impulses.

* The overall effect of adjustment mechanisms is to cripple the individuals functioning and
development through falsifying some aspects of his impulses so that he is deprived of accurate
self-knowledge as a basis for action. There is self-deception underlying all adjustment
mechanisms.

There are two methods of adjustment for maintaining harmony between the individual and
his environment. One is direct and the other is indirect.

Direct methods include

i. Renewed effort
ii. Adoption of substitute
iii. Submission

The indirect methods include

i. Sublimation
ii. Withdrawal
iii. Negativism
iv. Day dreaming
v. Compensation
vi. Identification
vii. Aggression
viii. Rationalisation
ix. Regression
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x. Repression
xi. Projection.

Renewed effort means a man who considers that failures are the pillars of success is never
disheartened in his failure. He acts vigorously against a barrier of personal deficiency.

In case of adoption of Substitute a man consider a substitute goal when attempts to reach the
original goal fails.

Submission means when an individual finds it difficult to cope with his environment, he accepts
the defeat and surrenders himself to the mighty forces of environment.

Indirect methods are typically unconscious. The principal indirect methods of adjustment
include the following.

Sublimation:

Among all the mental mechanisms of defence, sublimation is the most advanced, highly
developed and a constructive mechanism. Through the use of its operation, the energy of
personally or socially intolerable impulses and drives is successfully directed into consciously
acceptable channels. It contributes to character and personality development and plays an
important role in the prevention and resolution of emotional conflicts, anxiety and in the
maintenance of emotional and mental health.

Withdrawal:

In this mechanism of adjustment, a person withdraws himself from the circumstances that
cause frustration. For instance, a person may shut himself in a room and may decline meeting
others when he has been insulted.

Negativism:

It is a mechanism by which an individual draws the attention of other persons. It manifests
itself in various forms such as refusal to speak, refusal to eat or refusal to obey command. The
foundations of this mechanism are laid down in early childhood and later on appear in
adulthood. Students have some negative feelings towards their teachers. Negative feelings do
not serve some useful purpose but they hinder the achievement of goal.

Day dreaming:

Day dreams serve to soothe mind by providing a sort of temporary relief to the unconscious
tension of the repressed wish. Day dreaming provides satisfaction to an individual who has
been frustrated in the real world. We try and get for ourselves in day-dreams what we do not
have in reality.
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Compensation:

When an individual makes an attempt to make up for a deficiency real or imaginary, he is
using the mechanism of compensation. For instance, a physically handicapped person may
strive hard to excel in studies. The tendency to show off is often over-compensation for feeling
of fear.

Identification:

It can be identified as a mental mechanism operating outside and beyond conscious awareness
through which an individual, in varying degree, makes himself like some one else; he identifies
himself with another person. Adolescents identify themselves with some political leaders,
youth leaders or actors and actress and attempt to acquire their characteristics.

Aggression:

It is a mechanism of reducing tension. It is caused by frustration or humiliation. It may be two
types- direct and indirect. In the direct aggression, the act is directed against the directly
responsible person. But in indirect aggression, the act is directed against some other person.

Rationalisation:

It has been defined as a mechanism by which the individual justifies his beliefs and actions by
giving reasons other than those which activated or motivated him. It is the most popular
adjustment mechanism which is used by all persons in daily life. The aim of rationalisation is
to lessen frustration by giving sound and worthy reasons for an action which is frustrating.

Regression:

Regression is the mechanism whereby an individual returns to infantile behaviour after reaching
the maturity level.

Repression:

It is the unconscious process which retards the painful feelings, undesirable wishes, and ideas
from the conscious field. In fact, repression does not solve the real problem. It often leads to
mental disorder. It results in complexes, which plays a great role in the determination of
behaviour and development of personality.

Projection:

By projection an individual tries to hold others for his undesirable behaviour. A person who
may not be able to play violin well, may blame the musical instrument.
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Conclusion

Treatment and follow-up

Prior to the treatment of maladjusted individual, all available information about him should
be collected through physical examination, psychological tests and psychiatrically interview
of the patient. Different member’s opinions about the patient’s personality are collected and
after discussion, in the end, suggestions for treatment are given.

The treatment may include change of physical environment, change of activity, encouragement
of hobbies, change in the attitude of parents and teachers and change the attitude of patient
own self.

The methods of persuasion, and reasoning, hypnosis and suggestion, auto-suggestion,
psychoanalysis, re-education or habit training, etc have great therapeutic value in the treatment
of maladjusted individual.
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Revolution plus production can solve the
problem of feeding the population’. 
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stopped the muslim flood from penetreating into Burma and beyond. A
land-roat for aggresive advance was denied to the Indian muslims by the
Ahoms of Assam. Other wise the history of Burma, Syam and Indo-china
might have been defferent”.

Lachit Borphukan and his time 
Lachit Borphukan and his time 

H.K. Borpujari : The comprehensive History of Assam.
S.K. Bhuyan : Lachit Borphukan and his times.
S.L. Barua : A comprehensive history of Assam.
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Abstract

There is mystical element in human thought that shows that there is hidden capacity in man
to go beyond himself. The nature of this capacity cannot be fully comprehended by his limited
ways of understanding but in every aspect of his life and experience he comes across its
evidences. This insight will reveal that man is always confronted with something greater than
himself which is somehow immanent in the human soul. Man is psycho-physical being, in the
inner core of his being, there is a soul which is really the spark of the Devine within him. So
man is essentially divine in nature. In liberation man gets nothing new, but simply recognizes
his true, original nature. The eternal or the Absolute Reality which is present in the soul of
man as its secret ground. The Upanishads called the ultimate reality as Brahman and Atman is
Brahman.

Sri Aurobindo calls the ultimate reality as Sachchidananda, which is the ground of the Universe.
The philosophical speculations found in the Vedas and the Upanishads have reached their
culmination in the philosophy of the Vedanta. The Upanishads, Bhagvadgita and Brahma Sutra
these three form the foundation of the Vedanta.

Key Words: Brahman, Transcendent, Ananda, Consciousness-force.

Introduction

Indian philosophy is essentially spiritual. Philosophical discussions arose in India out of the
real problems of life. To Indian thinkers, the ultimate truths are those, of the spirit and in the
light of these truths the practical life is to be led. Indian philosophy is interested to find out the
true self of man. The common saying “Atmanam Viddhi” (know the self) reflects the motto of
Indian philosophy. There is spirit within man and it is the centre of all philosophical discussions.
Indian thinkers have felt the necessity of continued meditation as the pre-requisites of right
knowledge. Indian philosophy is not based on mere argumentation. Philosophical truths are
established on meditation. It is rooted basically on practical experience of life. Spiritual disquiet
goaded the Indian Philosophers to Philosophical speculation.
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The Vedic culture is the main foundation of Indian civilization. Although Upanishads are not
systematic philosophy but they are intuitive philosophy. There is no intuitive philosophy parallel
to Upanishads. Most of the schools of Indian Philosophy are of the opinion that the cream of
Upanishads is the teaching of “Monistic Idealism” or “Idealistic Monism”. The Upanishadc
seers enquired the ultimate reality and their enquiry did not end till the reality was finally
realized. For which Sankaracharya in his commentary on Taittriya Upanishad remarked that
the true knowledge of Brahman is called Upanishads.

Methodology

This study is basically of descriptive and analytical type. The basic sources are secondary sources.
The data have been collected mostly from secondary sources like books, journals, articles and
other references.

Aims and Objectives

1. To make our situation healthier, peaceful and stable there arises the necessity of spiritual
foundation of the modern civilization.

2. The present attempt endeavour to highlight the role of Vedas and Upanishads on the
contemporary Indian philosophers.

3. To make the point clear that philosophy helps to know the foundation of man’s activities
and the laws that govern them.

4. Human being is divine in nature. Here it is attempted to make clear the fact that the true
self has been the main topic of investigation in the Upanishads.

Discussion

The Sanskrit word “Upanishad” seems originally to have meant “Session” used of pupils sitting
round a teacher and hence developing into “Communication” and “Secret teaching”. The
Upanishads later came to be called Vedanta, the end of the Vedas. Vedas are chiefly hymns
and the Brahmans are concerned with rituals. The Upanishads are teleological and philosophical
treatises. They present the philosophical development of Indian thought. Upanishads teach
the importance of repetition and meditation as a means of concentrating thought. Meditation
led to realize the nature of Atman and the cause of the universe. The cause and ground of all
existence is considered to be Brahman. We have divine spark within us. The spark or spirit in
man is Atman. The Upanishads direct their thoughts towards showing that Brahman and Atman
are identical. This is the principle of “non-duality”. Brahman is the great self of the universe,
the one Atman. Since Brahman in man, Therefore man is in Brahman and indeed is Brahman.
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Indian philosophy stands immediate and intuitive vision of Reality, the actual perception of
Truth, the Brahman, the ground of the Universe.

Brahman means the eternal principle as realized in the world as a whole and the Atman the
inner most essence of one’s own self. The two conceptions are sometimes identified and it is
this happy identification of them that constitutes the essential teaching of the Upanishads. It
is represented by the wellknown sayings - “That thou art” (Tat tvam asi) and I am Brahman.
(Aham Brahma asmi). They mean that the principle underlying the world as a whole and that
which forms the essence of man are ultimately the same. So it is said - “that by knowing which
all will be known”. The supreme reality is termed as either Brahman or as Atman, is spiritual.
This is the meaning of monism or the doctrine of unity as taught in the Upanishads. The Brahman
is self-existent and self-revealing which is the source of whole universe. The fundamental idea
which runs through the early Upanishads is that underlying the exterior world of change and
there is an unchangeable reality which is identical with that which underlies the essence of
man. There are famous dialogue in the Upanishads -

“He from whom all works, all desires, all sweet odours and tastes proceed, who embrace all
this, who never speaks and is never surprised, he, myself within the heart, is that Brahman.”

In Chandogya Upanishad - “Uddalaka, a father tells his son, Svetaketu, to put some salt in
water and when it is found that the salt disappears but is tested in every part of the water,
that shows that the universal self is diffused throughout the universe and yet is present in the
individual.”

“That which is the subtile essence, in it all that exists has its self. It is the True. It is the self, and
thou, O Svetaketu art it”. This phrase runs through the Upanishads, “That thou art” (tat tvam
asi). So we have the teaching that the self is Brahman and Brahman is the sole reality.

The Upanishads developed the Monistic ideas scattered in the samhitas. Upanishads developed
the inherent purusa into Brahman or Atman which is both immanent and transcendent. The
same reality is called from the subjective side as “Atman” and from the objective side “Brahman.
The absolute of the Upanishads manifests itself as the subject as well as the object and
transcends them both. The absolute is as certain as the Atman and also as infinite as the
Brahman. The Brahman is described in two ways in the Upanishads. Saguna Brahman - all
comprehensive, full of all good qualities. Nirguna Brahman which is indescribable. In Mundaka
and Chandogya Upanishads - the Nirguna aspect of Brahman is described as -

“It bethought itself, would that I were
Many! Let me procreate myself, it emitted heat.

That heat bethought itself; would that I were,
Many! Let me procreate myself;”
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In the development of the conception of Brahman we have different currents of thoughts.
First, in some text, it is affirmed that Atman or the Brahman is the only reality and that besides
this everything else is unreal.

Secondly - it is pantheistic creed that identifies the universe with the Atman or Brahman. The
third current is that of theism which looks upon Brahman as the lord controlling the world.
Saguna Brahman is limited, attributed with name and form and immanent in the world. The
Saguna Brahman or the God is the creator, sustainer and the destroyer of the world. Saguna
Brahman is called Apara Brahman. Nirguna Brahman is Para Brahman. It is indescribable.
However the Nirguna and the Saguna Brahman are not two different entities, they are only
two aspects .of the same reality. Samkaracharya in his Advaita Vedanta philosophy speaks of
Nirguna Brahman. To him Atman and Brahman are absolutely identical. Ramanuja is of the
opinion that the two are related as part and whole. His view is known as qualified monism.

The essence in man and the essence of the Universe are one and the same, and it is Brahman.
There is a contradiction between the Brahman as unity and the empirical aspect of diversity,
but it is declared that it is all Brahman, it has come forth from Brahman and ultimately return
to Brahman. He has himself created it out of himself and then entered into it as its inner
controller. In fact, all creation is illusory. Maya Brahman, the self is at once the material as well
as the efficient cause of the world. The Upanishads reveal two different lines of thought
regarding the world. One view holds that the world emerges from Brahman. The other holds
that the world is mere an appearance of Brahman.

After the great Acharyas of vedanta, like Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhva, Vallabha and Nimbarka,
Sri Aurobindo the prophet of “Life Devine” has given a new synthetic and comprehensive
vision of “Reality”. He is influenced both by idealistic philosophy of the west and inspired by
the creative vision of the Seers of the Vedas and the Sages of the Upanishads. He conceives
“Reality” as spiritual. He is aware of the fact that materialism and Spiritualism attempted to
explain the “Reality” in their own ways. He integrates both the views and given some status
and reality in his philosophy which was not done by the ancient vedantic philosophers. Science
conceives physical energy as the ultimate principle of all existence. But we cannot explain life,
mind spirit and higher values with this principle. Sri Aurobindo, one of the greatest mystic
philosopher has given a new orientation to the concept of “Reality” in the Vedanta system. He
is able to discover a principle in the Vedantic concept of Brahman with the difference that
many of the aspects of Brahman which had not been emphasized fully by the Vedanta Brahman,
in spite of being spiritual can accommodate in its bosom the principle of matter
also.”Sacchidananda”is the spirit of reconciliation becomes the guiding principle of his
metaphysics. He conceives that “Devine” involves into matter through the process of involution
and matter evolves to the level of “Devine” through the process of evolution. Thus he admits
the reality of matter also.
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In Hegel’s philosophy thought is “Reality”. Kant thinks that Reality is unknown and unknowable.
Sri Aurobindo says -”It is indefinable and inconceivable by finite mind, it is ineffable by mind
created speech, it is describable neither by our negations,-”neti-neti”, for we cannot limit it by
saying that it is not this, it is not that, nor by our affirmation for we cannot fix it by saying it is
this, it is that, “iti-iti”. And yet through in this way unknowable to us, it is not altogether and in
every way unknowable, it is self-evident to itself and although inexpressible, yet self-evident
to “knowledge by identity of which the spiritual being in us must be capable, for that spiritual
being is in its essence and its original and infinite reality no other than this supreme
existence”(Life Devine-Part-1,P-383) Sri Aurobindo conceives Brahman as not only “one without
a second” “but also “All this is Brahman”(Sarvam-Khalu-idam-Brahman) Although Reality is
indescribable yet from the point of view of human consciousness it can be said that Reality
has a threefold character. The spiritual and unitary character of this Reality is very well expressed
by the classical phrase-”Sacchidananda”.It is a triune principle. ‘Sat”means “being “-the positive
character of Brahman distinguishing it from all non-being.”Cit” means “Sentience”_shows that
it is spiritual. “Ananda” which stands for “peace”indicates its unitary and all-embracing
character. The Absolute is pure Existence, pure knowledge, and pure Bliss. It is Satyam-Shivam-
Sundaram.

The pure Existence (sat) of Brahman appears to as Atman, Isvara and Purusa. Existence is
obviously present in all, from soul to matter. Pure Existence is beyond space and time. The
Pure Existence cannot be conceived by our limited experience and it is conceivable by the
Logic of the Infinite. Aurobindo holds that the Pure Existance is the ground of all existences -
cosmic and individuals. The Absolute is beyond all kinds of attributes of this phenomenal
world. The “Chit” of Brahman is the Consciousness Force (shakti) which manifest itself as
Maya, Sakti and Prakriti. Maya is the power of Brahman by which phenomenal world is created.
In Shvetashvatara Upanishad God is called as a “Mayin” who creates the world by His Power.
It is the inherent nature of the Devine. “It measures the Immeasurable, informs the Formless
and embodies the Spirit.” Sri Aurobindo agrees with the ancient Indian assertion that force is
inherent in Existence. They are in fact, inseparable. In his philosophy - “cit” is the root principle
of creation. He calls it- “The Mother”, the “Devine Sakti” which is the principle behind the
world process. There is no contradiction in saying that the Absolute is both Pure Existence and
Consciousness Force, Bliss or Delight of the absolute gives the - “why” of the creation.
Sachchidananda is not only sat or chit but also ananda. It is infinite Bliss. The Sachchidananda
through His Consciousness Force manifest Himself as this world out of His cheer Bliss. Taittriya
Upanishad says - “Out of Bliss all things arise.” Sri Aurobindo describes the creation as the
Ecstatic dance of Siva and the purpose of creation can be nothing else but the joy of dancing.
The joy or Bliss is also as universal and ineffable as Pure Existence or Consciousness Force.
Finite human being can not enjoy the infinite Bliss. To enjoy the Bliss man has to transcend all
the limitations and rise high. The Seers or Yogins can realize it.
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Conclusion

Sri Aurobindo modified the concept of Brahman or Reality, which is already asserted in the
Upanishads and also in Sankara Vedanta. Following the Vedantins, Sri Aurobindo states that
the Absolute cannot be ultimately identified even with Sachchidananda. However,
Sachchidananda is the best positive expression of all the Absolute in human language. Man’s
effort towards the realization of the Ultimate Reality is his real journey. The realization of
spirit is not a smooth development or uninterrupted advance. The progress to perfection is
through pain and suffering. The Upanishads hold that the highest is a state of rapture and
ecstasy, a condition of ananda where the creature as creature is abolished, but becomes one
with the creator, and more accurately realizes his oneness with Him. As religious men we are
fellow travelers in the direction of the realm of spirit. The advaitic principle of difference less
Brahman can serve the purpose of harmonizing all thoughts. We are all beggers for spiritual
alms and let us beg at all the doors the nourishment of our Atmans.
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Abstract

India is the largest democracy of the world. The founding fathers of the Indian constitution
adopted the parliamentary form of democracy taking view of India’s pluralism and heterogeneity
character. Indeed, Parliament has contributed the most to the consolidation and strengthening of
democracy in India. However, despite the commendable achievements, there is a growing feeling
among the stakeholders that the institution of parliamentary democracy is not functioning
the way it should have functioned and the same needs strengthened for better results as per
aspirations of both of our constitution makers and citizens. However, the working of India’s
Parliamentary democracy is overshadowed by disruption, confrontation, forced adjournment of
the houses and adopting other non-democratic alternatives. In the light of the above, this paper
attempts to study the working of the parliamentary democracy in India.   Attempts were also made
to study the challenges faced in the successful working of parliamentary democracy in India.

Keywords: Parliamentary democracy, India, Achievements, Challenges

Introduction

Parliamentary democracy is a form of government where citizen exercises their will through
elected representatives in the parliament. The citizens elect their representatives by exercising
the right to vote to form the government for themselves. In other words, it is a government
through participation, discussion, and resolutions.

India commemorates the significant 75 anniversaries of independence this year. This indicates
the parliamentary democratic system as one of the major achievements of independent India.
While adopting the parliamentary form of democracy, the founding fathers of the Constitution
of India had a vision that the parliamentary democracy will be an instrument to secure social,
political, and economic justice for the citizens and the parliamentary model would work to
accommodate the varied and diverse groups within Indian population (Kumar, 2020).  

The adoption of parliamentary democracy provided the scope for the direct representation of
the voters in genuinely popular assemblies and a voice in politics that reflected the aspiration
of the Indian masses in their struggle for national independence. 
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The Republic of India, in its size, population and resources is the biggest parliamentary
democracy in the world. In terms of its electorate, it is also the world’s largest participatory
political system based on a universal adult franchise, which is effectively exercised at regular
periodic elections at the level of the gram panchayats, state assemblies, and federal parliament.

Elections, in India, became the agency for the democratization of society and politics, as they
brought politics within the sphere of the common man and the common man into the political
arena. It plays a central role in mobilizing millions of people into the political process,
crystallizing public opinion on a host of issues, institutional functioning, and styles of leadership,
and in the emergence and recruitment of new political elites. Successive general elections at
scheduled intervals and the peaceful and relatively efficient manner in which they have been
conducted made India appear to be a bastion of democracy. Elections have assumed further
significance as millions of voters irrespective of caste, creed, economic and educational status
are encouraged to exercise their rights to vote to elect their representatives at the local, state,
and central levels.

Objectives

The following are the objectives of the study:
1. To study the working of the parliamentary democracy in India.
2. To study the issues that challenges the working of the parliamentary democracy in
     India.

Methodology

The study is descriptive and analytical based on secondary sources. The data is collected from
books, journals, the internet, articles in newspapers, magazines, and other printed materials.

Main Features of Parliamentary Democracy in India

The constitution of India provides a Parliamentary form of government both for the Union
(Articles 74 & 75) and State levels (Articles 163 & 164). Though India had borrowed
constitutional features of several democratic countries its parliamentary model is
predominantly based on the British system. The Head of Government, the Prime Minister, can
hold office only so long as he commands the confidence of the Lok Sabha. Notable features of
the parliamentary democracy in India may be mentioned: 

1. Dual executive, the President as the titular executive and the Prime minister as the
real executive, who is the head of government

2. A close relationship between the Executive and Legislature: The Prime Minister along
with the Council of Ministers forms the executive and the Parliament is the legislature.
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The Prime Ministers and ministers are elected from the parliament which implies the
executive emerges out of the legislature 

3. Adult suffrage based on one man on vote

4. Collective responsibility of the Council of Ministers headed by the Prime Minister to
the legislature

5. Prime Minister as the leader of the House and Leader of the Nation 

6. Freedom of Speech and Expression

7. Multi-Party system along with Independent representatives

8. Quasi-federal Structure 

Major Achievements of the Indian Parliamentary Democracy

At the commencement of the Republic of India as a parliamentary democracy with a federal
system, the institutions that originated from careful constitutional design and the colonial
legacies largely paved the foundational structures for parliamentary democracy to grow in a
country as diverse as gigantic as India. Despite many infirmities and limitations, key democratic
institutions such as the parliament, judiciary, office of the president, political parties, election
commission, and Panchayati raj institutions, have served to steer India’s constitutional practice,
ensured political stability, and most importantly shaped governance and developmental
priorities. 

In the last seven decades, the parliamentary form of Government has steered India in its
journey towards a progressive path of socio-economic and scientific development. The roots
of Indian democracy have gone deeper and deeper year after year. Indeed, Parliament has
contributed the most to the consolidation and strengthening of democracy in India (Sakthivel,
2008). Indian democracy has witnessed a peaceful and smooth transfer of power after every
election. The poverty level has significantly dropped due to various policies and programmes
initiated by different governments. Life expectancy has also seen admirable growth in the last
seven decades though the figures vary widely between states. After 75 years of Independence,
the country emerges as the sixth largest economy in the world, the fourth most powerful
military, significant advances in literacy, and all while keeping its constitutional system intake
(Pande, 2022).

Challenges to Indian Parliamentary Democracy

In parliamentary democracy which is also called participatory democracy maximum
participation of citizens is desirable for its successful working. But in India, due to a lack of
awareness, poverty, illiteracy, and passive interest of people, the participation of all section of
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the society are not recorded even after 70 years of Independence (Kumar, 2020). Despite the
commendable achievements, there is a growing feeling among the stakeholders that the
institution of parliamentary democracy is not functioning the way it should have functioned
and the same needs strengthened for better results as per the aspirations of the founding
fathers of the constitution and citizens (Thakur, 2020). The factors like non-expressive
electorates, criminalization of politics, large-scale corruption, paid media, use of institutions
for political vendetta, a disobedient attitude of state governments, and appeasement of
different sections and groups for vote bank by political parties are most adversely affecting
the spirit of parliamentary democracy in India. 

There are different challenges and threats before parliamentary democracy in India. The
existence of dynastic political parties and the absence of intra-party democracy would result
in an absurd situation in which autocracy operates under the guise of democracy. Every session,
the august Houses of Parliament saw more logjams and ruckus. Bills are passed without much
debate and by voice vote. Members of Parliament are denied the right to vote on bills by the
procedures outlined in the Constitution. (Sahu, n.d.). The central government is also reluctant
to send bills to Parliamentary Standing Committees for scrutiny.

Money and Muscle Power in Elections play a significant role in mobilizing votes. Though the
Election Commission tries to keep vigil through its expense monitoring mechanisms that are
by no means can be considered to be adequate. Another astonishing feature of the parliament
is the presence of a large number of MPS with criminal charges against their name. In the last
17th Lok Sabha as many as 43 percent of MPs had pending criminal cases against their name.
The criminalization of politics caused by the nexus between bureaucracy, political players,
and criminals has been a subject matter for public debates over several years (Sangma, n.d.).
Moreover, the choice of candidates by political parties for electoral contests is not necessarily
driven by transparent inner-party democratic processes. Often, it is the Party’s High Command
which has an ultimate say in the choice of candidates. 

Parliament is convened for fewer and fewer days. The culture of scrutiny of legislative proposals
is weakening. Excessive executive dominance over legislative processes prevails. Early
Parliament had spent most of its time on legislative business. But at present healthy debates
and discussions which are the hallmark of Parliamentary democracy were overshadowed by
disruption, confrontation, forced adjournment of the houses, and adopting other non-
democratic alternatives (Sakthivel, 2008). The speaker’s speech was also disturbed and some
of the bills get passed, regrettably, without any discussions. This has resulted in a massive
waste of public money and the confidence of the people.

The coalition government has more or less become the order of the day in India. The
government was hampered in enacting effective policy or reform measures. Coalition partners
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have regional, local, and ideological agendas that are frequently incompatible with the overall
coalition programmes.

Another significant challenge to India’s parliamentary democracy is the shrinking space in
Parliament for the opposition to discuss important issues such as price rises, unemployment,
and worsening economic conditions. More than 20 opposition lawmakers were recently
suspended for demanding an inflation debate. This is similar to what happened last year when
12 Rajya Sabha MPs were suspended for the entire Winter Session for alleged misconduct on
the last day of the previous (Monsoon) session in August 2021. Such developments have an
impact on the Rajya Sabha’s dignity and prestige (Sahu, n.d.).

The provisions of the Rules of Procedure for the Conduct of Business of the Houses are more
frequently violated, such as failing to comply with the Chair’s instructions, forcing the Houses
to adjourn from hour to hour, members drowning one another out with their loud demands,
projecting issues outside the agenda, demanding suspension of the Question Hour, cross-
talking, repeating arguments in debates, and passing budgets hurriedly without serious debates.
All these unhealthy and chaotic parliamentary proceedings have raised many questions about
the functioning of Parliamentary democracy in India. 

Conclusion 

India is the largest parliamentary democracy in the world. It has been functioning as a
responsible democracy since its Independence. The procedures as well as the values that
form Indian democracy have developed over the years of India’s freedom struggle. In the last
75 years, the success of Indian parliamentary democracy has been a remarkable feat for a
country with such great diversity as well as inequality. It had witnessed the conduct of successful
elections, peaceful changes of government both at the center and in the states, and people
exercising freedom of expression and religion. India has also been developing and reforming
economically and socially to a large extent. The legislative, executive, and judiciary have been
functioning properly. At the same time, there are various challenges that the country faces in
terms of fulfilling the expectations of the various sections of society.  

 It is also often blamed that some important issues like poverty and unemployment have not
been discussed seriously in the Parliament. To restore the values of India’s Parliamentary
democracy it is essential as well as urgent to devote most of the time to quality debates and
discussion. Members should refrain from their party affiliation while dealing with issues
affecting the common man and the nation. There should be strict enforcement of the Code of
Conduct for people’s representatives to smooth the functioning of the house. The elected
representatives should discharge their responsibilities with dignity, diligence, and discipline.
We must reclaim Parliament and democracy and defend the idea of India as we cross the 75th
anniversary of our Independence.
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thing 1948

The relationship between the word and its meaning are natural.
Words and objects denoted by them are both eternal. Meanings of the word
canot be comprehended except on the hypothesis of its eternity". (389)

Value
Conceptual Content

Syntagmatic Relation
Pardigmatic Relation

Syntaymatic relation is a tyep of semantic relation between words that
co-occur is the same sentence or text.  (Asher, 1994, P. 204)
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 38

Speech
Horizontal

J.R. Firth (1957) The meaning of a word can be discerned by the
company it keeps. (11)

Collocation

1985
1968 1957

P. 126
"Paradigmatic relation is a different type of semantic relations

between words that can be substituted with another word in the some
categoires." (Hjonland, P. 14)

P. 44
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Vertical

1977
The most fundamental para-

digmatic relations of sense' (1977, P. 453).
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Abstract:
The lack of clean water is a grand challenge of the 21st century that plagues many areas of the
world today. According to a survey, approximately 884 million people suffer each day from
insufficient quantities of clean, drinkable water. Worldwide, water supply struggles to keep up
with the fast growing demand, which is exacerbated by population growth, global climate
change and water quality deterioration. Most of the current technologies available to solve
this problem are expensive and consume too much energy to be effective in rural regions.
Nanotechnology holds great potential in waste water treatment through safe use of
unconventional water resources. Here we discussed about the waste water treatment based
on carbon nanotube membranes, which provides an unique properties towards sustainable
water management.

Keywords: Carbon nanotube, Nanotechnology, Waste water

Introduction:
Water is said to be universal solvent. It occurs naturally on the earth’s surface. Water, as non-
substitutional natural resources, is best described by Leonardo Da Vinci as ‘the vehicle of
nature’. Water is the single most essential commodity responsible for the existence and
sustenance of life on the planet earth. But the current problem associated with this most
precious natural resource is becoming increasingly scarce day by day. Water scarcity is one of
the major problems facing by many societies in current century. According to a report from
the United Nations, by 2030, 1800 million people will be living in countries or regions with
absolute water scarcity, and two- thirds of the world’s population could be under stress
conditions.1 Therefore, the requirement of new methodologies is highly appreciable over the
use of old conventional techniques.
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Nanotechnology stands as a good solution for the fields of water treatment, medicine,
agriculture and many others, which involves the study of the matter within the nanoscale
range. In current periods, various nanostructured materials are prepared using with features
such as high aspect ratio, reactivity, tunable pore volume, electrostatic, hydrophobic and
hydrophilic interactions which are useful in catalysis, sensing, adsorption etc. Gold, Silver,
Iron and Titanium nanomaterial’s are popularly known to be widely used in environmental
aspects. Gold and Iron nanoparticles are useful for removing inorganic heavy metals from
waste water. In water treatment different kinds of membranes are used depending on the
water pollutants level. By making the uses of carbon nanotubes on water treatment have
witnessed a important breakthroughs towards the application of nanotechnology. Carbon
nanotubes are tubes made of carbon with diameters typically measured in nanometers. They
are discovered independently by Lijima and Lchihashi and Bethune et al. The nanotubes act as
a kind of molecular filter, allowing smaller molecules to pass through the tubes, while
contaminants are too large to pass through. Carbon nanotube filters can achieve high water
flux at reasonably low pressure (Brady- Estevez et al., 2008). Thus advent of membrane
technologies has given immeasurable facilities and opportunities to purify water even at the
ionic level.2

Threats to water treatment:

The rapid changes in human lifestyles over the years have consistently added different well
known anthropogenic pollutants in the aquatic systems. Removal of these pollutants are either
difficult or impossible using old conventional purification techniques. The pathogen removal
processes of conventional water treatment plants may affect effluent water quality like
turbidity, pH, temperature etc. Some other difficulties involved with the conventional
techniques are certain bacteria in treated water may release toxins, which may seriously affect
the overall quality of the water during the treatment process. For example, cyanobacteria
releases microcystin toxin in water while undergoing the treatment process. Above points
proves the requirement of new upgraded techniques for the effective waste water treatment.3,4

Shape and structures of Carbon nanotube filters used in membranes technology:

Carbon nanotubes are composed of cylindrical graphite sheets rolled up in a tube like structures.
Single- walled carbon nanotubes have some major threats to conventional water purification
systems. Cylindrical shape consisting of a single shell of grapheme. On the other hand, multi-
walled carbon nanotubes are composed of multiple layers of grapheme sheets. Both single-
walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes are used for direct water desalination or indirectly
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to remove trouble making compounds that complicate the desalination processes. Carbon
nanotubes are fascinating in advanced membrane technologies for water desalination since
they provide low energy solution for water treatment. Carbon nanotube membranes provide
near frictionless water flow through them with the retention of a broad spectrum of water
pollutants. The high aspect ratios, smooth hydrophobic walls and inner pore diameter of carbon
nano tubes allow ultra-efficient transport of water molecules. 5

Carbon nanotubes towards desalination of seawater:

According to several studies, single walled nanotube filters are ideal for water desalination
because of their small sizes and their hydrophobic structures. It has been shown that water
molecules can pass freely through this space, while ions cannot. Depending on the size of the
nanotube, 60% to 100% of ions are successfully filtered from the water (Corry, 2007). Another
aspect of single walled nanotube filters that proves even more beneficial towards desalination
is their speed and fluidity with which they filter water. One study shows that gas and water
permeability in membrane made from single walled nanotubes are several orders of magnitude
higher than commercial polycarbonate membranes. This proves that single walled nanotube
filters are more proficient and lower the cost of desalination. 4, 6

Antimicrobial Property of carbon nanotubes:

The removal of bacteria and other organisms from drinking water is an extremely important
process. Single-walled carbon nanotubes exhibit strong antimicrobial activity (Kang et al.,
2007). Single-walled carbon nanotube filter showed high bacterial retention (Brady-Estevez
et al., 2008), and multi-walled carbon nanotube filter exhibited high viral removal at low
pressure (Brady-Estevez et al., 2010 b), both through size exclusion effect. 5, 7

High absorbency of carbon nanotubes:

The large surface area and high absorbency of carbon nanotubes make them ideal competent
for use in air, gas and water filtration. A lot of research is going on in replacing activated
charcoal with carbon nanotubes in certain ultra-high purity applications.

High aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes:

Carbon nanotubes represent a very small, high aspect ratio conductive additive for plastics of
all types. Their high aspect ratio means that a lower loading of carbon nanotubes is needed
compared to other conductive additives to achieve the same electrical conductivity. 8, 9
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Specific properties of carbon nanotubes preferred for water purification:

Outside diameter ~1-100 nm

Inside diameter ~1/3outside diameter

Tube wall spacing ~0.3 nm

Stiffness ~5 x steel

Strength ~30 x steel

Electrical & Thermal Conductivity ~10 x 5 nm graphite

Advantages of carbon nanotubes:

* Effective: Produces clean water by eliminating contaminants.
* Efficient: Requires less power than old conventional techniques.
* Flexible: Does not depend on gravity for water to flow through the system.
* Recyclable: Carbon nanotube filters can be recycled for further use.

Disadvantages of carbon nanotubes:

* Toxicity of nanoparticles towards higher organisms.
* Carbon nanotube based filters are expensive.

Conclusion:

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the most promising adsorbents for various environmental
applications including water purification. The CNTs are innovative one-dimensional
macromolecules with high thermal and chemical stability. CNT based technology may be
integrated with the conventional water treatment processes by developing new cost-effective
and efficient manufacturing processes. Due to the immense adsorption capacity, electrical
conductivity and high strength, CNTs provide excellent catalyst support. Major challenges
include the manufacturing cost of CNT and optimization of CNTs in terms of alignment, uniform
dispersion, functionalization and tip opening. Since, CNTs exhibit cytotoxicity, risk involved in
the leakage of CNT in water treatment devices needs to be properly examined. It is hopeful
that the use of CNTs in water purification applications brings a revolution and improves the
xisting technologies. 10, 11
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Abstract

In the present paper a brief discussion on nuclear energy is done. The consumption of electricity
in different parts of the world for the year 1970-2021 are given. An introduction to possible
fusion processes in future fusion reactors is also given. The basic idea of nuclear reaction and
nuclear power plant are also discussed here. In this paper, a study on nuclear reactor viz ITER
is also done. The advantages of nuclear energy over other energy inexhaustibility, safety,
environmental and economic aspects of magnetic fusion energy are discussed.

Introduction to Nuclear Energy

Nowadays there is a need for generating energy both to replace old fossil fuels, especially
coal-fired ones, which emit a lot of carbon dioxide, and to meet increased demand for electricity
in many countries. The energy demand scenario based on IPCC IS92a is shown in Fig 1. . Nuclear
energy now provides about 10% of the world’s electricity from about 440 power reactors and
it is the world’s second largest source of low-carbon power.1 Nuclear energy is mainly generated
by thermonuclear fusion (a nuclear reaction). When matter is heated to a high degree, fusion
may take place as a result of collisions with high kinetic energy of the particles.2 The energy in
sun and stars is obtained only through this process. A controlled thermonuclear fusion as an
energy may provide unlimited energy which would transform our society. Nuclear power plants
use the amazing power of the atom to generate electricity with a very low fuel cost and much
less pollution than fossil fuel plants. Basically, all power stations adopt the same method to
produce electricity. A turbine is caused to rotate. A generator is attached to the shaft of the
turbine. As        the turbine turns, electricity is produced in  the generator. This electricity is then
sent out through transmission lines to a distribution station of the Electricity Board. In
hydroelectric power stations, the turbine is turned on by flowing water. In thermal power
stations, steam is produced by heating water in a furnace, which burns coal or oil. In nuclear
power stations, the steam is produced by the heat generated in the fission process.
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Fig 1: energy demand scenario based on IPCC IS92a

Nuclear Power Plant

Nuclear power is the only way of protecting the environment to reduce global warming and
preventing catastrophic climatic change. The efficiency of electricity produced in a nuclear
power station is comparable (or more) to the fossil fueled power station. France produce
approximately 70% of their electricity from nuclear power and lead the world in nuclear power
generating technology   proving that nuclear power is an economic alternative to fossil fuel
power stations. Nuclear power stations do not produce damaging, polluting gases. Nuclear
power production is environmentally friendly and clean. Around 10% of the world’s electricity
is generated by about 440 nuclear power reactors. In 2021 nuclear plants supplied 2653 TWh
of electricity, up from 2553 TWh in 2020. Thirteen countries in 2020 produced at least one-
quarter of their electricity from nuclear. Fig. 2 shows nuclear electricity production for different
places all over the world from 1970-2021.

Fig 2: Nuclear electricity production (source: World Nuclear Association, IAEA PRIS)
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Basic Idea of Nuclear Fusion Reaction

It is a reaction which bring two or more nuclei close enough together so that the residual
nuclear force in their nuclei will pull them together into one larger nucleus. If two light nuclei
fuse, they will generally form a single nucleus with a slightly smaller mass than the sum of
their original masses. The difference in mass is released as energy according to Albert Einstein’s
mass  energy equivalence formula
                                                                         E = mc2

Fusion has the potential to play an important role as part of generation of future energy. It
has the capacity to produce energy on a large scale, using plentiful fuels, and releasing no
carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases [3]. ITER famously known as International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, is an important step on the road to fusion power plants.

ITER: An International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

It is an international research and engineering project which is currently building the world’s
largest and most       advanced experimental tokamak nuclear     fusion reactor. It has the
capacity to produce energy on a large scale, using plentiful fuels, and releasing no carbon
dioxide or other greenhouse gases. The idea of ITER as an international experiment was first
proposed in 1985. The project members of ITER are the European Union (EU host of ITER),
Japan, China, the United States, South Korea, India and Russia.

The fusion reactor ITER itself has been designed     to produce 500 MW of output power for 50
MW of input power [4]. It aims to produce a significant amount of fusion power of 500 MW
for  about 7 minutes or 300 MW for 50    minutes.4 ITER is being constructed at Cadarache in
the South of France. ITER is based on the ¹tokamak¹ concept of magnetic confinement, in
which the plasma is contained in a dough nut shaped vacuum vessel. The fuel—a mixture of
Deuterium and Tritium, two isotopes of Hydrogen—is heated to temperatures in excess of
150 million°C, forming a hot plasma. Strong magnetic fields are used to keep the plasma
away from the walls; these are produced by superconducting coils surrounding the vessel,
and by an electrical current driven through the plasma.

The potential role of ITER is to harness energy from nuclear fusion as a peaceful power source.
India became the  7th and the latest partner to join ITER. India will be contributing, like other
partners except the host EU, about 10% of the ITER construction cost.

Safety and the environment
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There is no possibility of a catastrophic accident in a fusion reactor unlike modern fission
reactors. The primary reason is that nuclear fusion requires precisely controlled temperature,
pressure, and magnetic field parameters to generate net energy. If the reactor are get damaged,
these parameters would be disrupted and the heat generation in the reactor would rapidly
cease. In contrast, the fission products in a fission reactor continue to generate heat through
beta  decay for several hours or even days after reactor shut down, meaning that melting of
fuel rods is possible even after the reactor has been stopped due to continued accumulation
of heat  (e.g. Fukushima I incidents)

There is also no risk of a runaway reaction in a fusion reactor, since the plasma is normally
burnt at optimal conditions, and any significant change  will render it unable to produce excess
heat. Although the plasma in a fusion power plant will have a volume of 1000 cubic meters or
more, the density of the plasma is extremely low, and the total amount of fusion fuel in the
vessel is very small, typically a few grams. If the fuel supply is closed, the reaction stops within
seconds. In comparison, a fission reactor is typically loaded with enough fuel for one or several
years, and no additional fuel is necessary to keep the reaction going.

Advantage of Nuclear Energy Source over other Energy Source

There are different types of energy source like biofuel, hydropower, Geothermal, solar,
nuclear, wind energy etc. The highest production of electricity in the world are generated
by coal, petroleum oil and natural gas as shown in Fig. 3. Fossil-fuel plants emits greenhouse
gas which pollutes the environment whereas nuclear fussion barely releases any CO2, in
fact, there is no direct release of carbon dioxide to the environment.5  The combustion of
coal, natural gas and petroleum oil always yields CO2, responsible to global warming. In
fusion reaction, hydrogen isotopes called deuterium and tritium (D-T) to fuse into lithium and
helium that involves no carbon dioxide. The fuel for fusion has high energy density which
indicates a very small amount of fuel produces a very large amount of energy whereas in case
of other energy sources a huge amount of energy is used to produce a huge amount of
electricity.

Fig. 3: World electricity production by source 2019 (source: International Energy Agency)
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 Conclusion

In the present paper we have studied different energy resources. Out of them, it is found that
nuclear energy is the most efficient energy source which produces a large amount of electricity
on use of very small amount of the source. The nuclear power produces very less amount of
greenhouse gases specially the CO2 which is very harmfull for the environment. Lots of countries
nowadays produce a huge anount of electricity only from nuclear reactors. ITER is a well-
known nuclear reactor produce 500 MW of output power for 50 MW of input power. In future
it is expected that nuclear power predominates other resources.
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Abstract

In this paper, I try to understand self-authority and self-authenticity over human thought and
action through Ryle, Davidson, and Freud. Following Davidson, I first examined why and how
Gilbert Ryle’s hierarchical model of investigation can neither account for self-authority nor
self-authenticity. In the second part I argued that Donald Davidson although solves Ryle’s
problem regarding authority, he struggles to arrive at authenticity as he imports the idea of
‘presumption’ that lacks elaborative discussions on transparency as well as immediacy. Thus,
finally, I advocate in favor of the psychoanalytical exposition of human psyche as propounded
by Sigmund Freud. It is in the sense that Freud’s notion of ‘unconscious’ and discussions around
dream and memory bring us closer to self-authority as well as self-authenticity than Davidson’s
exposition on the same issue.

Key words: Ryle, Davidson, Freud, Self-authority, Self-authenticity, Unconscious, Dream

When something is discussed on the topic of self-knowledge, self-knowledge is always seen in
terms of mind-knowledge, for the term ‘self’ always gives rise to illusions. But, ‘mind’ itself is
a problematic issue in subjectivism vis-à-vis objectivism. Redundant discussions are always
carried on over the topic of mental life which is often paraphrased by ‘subjectivity’,
‘individuality’ or ‘mind’ – the enigmatic disturbance under the orbits of epistemological
limitations. In this paper, I will remain reluctant to these linguistic analysis or criticisms. Rather
I will venture as to how much self-authority1  is possible from different angles, simply because
self-authority is unquestionably important for agency, as many puts it.2 I will not even make

1 I will use ‘self’ with authority, for the sake of letting us have a discussion at this present juncture.  The
reason is, it is really difficult to estimate initially what other words can serve my purpose, for this ‘self-
authority’ has already an established connotation.
2 Bilgrami, Akeel. (2009). “Self Authenticty” at Center for Philosophy, JNU, New Delhi.
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myself confused with the term ‘I’. It is but a behavioral evolution through outer environmental
milieu, in the sense that if I say, “I am reading a paper” and again utter “Manas is reading a
paper”, both the expressions would mean the same. If we never learn the use of the word ‘I’,
one can argue, this would have then definitely served the purpose. We can better understand
the fact if we apply it to, say a dog, (we often take it for anyone who does not have an intelligent
understanding as man has, for instance, even though pejoratively; and so it’s actually not very
difficult to imagine so). Let us suppose that the dog of our standard example has the name
Tom and it can speak the language we speak. Now, we can clearly see, when it goes hungry, it
will definitely bark as “Tom is hungry”.

However, the example above is not good enough for many reasons. First, if Tom can really
speak languages, we can put forward a counter argument, he must be intelligent enough to
understand the use of ‘I’. So, we must take it to be but an example that helps us see the larger
picture. The real problem lies in the utterance of a third person. It is in the sense that a third
person’s utterance of, “Manas is reading” will bear no literal difference between my utterance
and his, if I myself use “Manas is reading” to mean my activity of reading. This is the second
reason. I may also imagine the same statement to be used in case of the second person (as for
example, when a mother talks to her baby in order to console it, say in a form like “My darling
Tom is going to sleep now”, etc.), and that will also fetch us certain other difficulties. This is
the third one. Above all, which we may take as a fourth one, the very name (noun here) may
be taken up by many persons. Thus, linguistic difference albeit becomes a necessity. Thus, in
all these situations what becomes important is that, we can also think of first person’s behavioral
gestures when he/she always seeks to mean himself/herself as first person (even though a
reference through the utterance of a name is in third person). That is why, the very philosophical
question would be, that would address to all these so-called linguistic difficulties, does (self-
)authority accompanies these utterances (or, what actually self-authority is when a person’s
utterance of a statement occurs)?

Now, one will have an authority to oneself if only one believes that authority without any
doubt. It is because, with doubt he/she cannot get the power to make an alliance with the
knowledge that he/she can assert to himself/herself. But, we can ask always, when doesn’t an
intelligent person doubt anything? The answer is, when the very thing in question has
authenticity. The point is, without authenticity something can be authority for the first time
being for somebody until he/she sees the fact not to be so.  Thus, in this paper, I will also try
to show that authority needs authenticity. Besides this, I will try to investigate through some
concepts like transparency, immediacy or intimacy which are often envisaged to be gelled
with self-knowledge in the sense of how much they have to work with authority in this regard
that leads to genuine authenticity.
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Gilbert Ryle is of the opinion that we can achieve one type of self-awareness but this is not
enough for us to claim any kind of authority. For, self-awareness comes to us through a kind of
dependent ‘higher-order-actions’3 over some ‘first-order actions’4 which are independent.
These ‘first-order-actions’ are direct reactions over other’s actions, i.e. second person or third
person’s actions, or direct actions (from the side) of the first person which can be understood
as natural demeanor. So, ‘first-order-actions’ occur without any retrospection by or speculation
of the first person. For example, if the first person thinks or utters “I am thirsty”, it will be first-
order activity, for it is thought or uttered naturally, because here importance lies on thirst
itself. The higher-order action over this would be (let us imagine a situation where the person
wanders about and does not find water to quench his/her thirst) the thought or utterance “If
I would have found water anywhere here to drink, I could have been so satisfied”. So, we can
say that the first-order action is outward or extro-spective and the higher is inward or
introspective. Therefore, conspicuously the higher-order-action is not immediate. But the
question is, if the higher-order-actions can be introspective (not necessarily of course in some
cases) why we cannot get hold of a self-knowledge or authority? Ryle’s answer is that this
higher-order activity or action does not necessarily end up the story, for it can be taken as a
second order-order action over which a third-order or possibly fourth-order or fifth-order
ones can also be thought as possible.5 Definitely, in this process intimacy comes nearer, but
that cannot discard the illusion of the self. So, in this situation only a mere awareness is possible
according to Ryle, and we should/cannot imply authority anyway to this type of awareness.
Even, we cannot call the process transparent, for a kind of ‘systematic elusiveness’6 happens
especially on the way from the second order to third order or fourth or fifth one whatever
comes thereafter successively.

I have used the word ‘transparent’ to be fit to a process, though it should not be to a process
but to a very self-knowledge. I have two reasons for this, (1) none of the features, i.e. intimacy,
transparency or immediacy have been congenial to Ryle’s where thinking of a very authenticity
would be whimsical. So, there lies a little necessity or curiosity whatever as to whether
transparency can occur, (2) it is not apparent that self-knowledge would not be dynamic. So,
what we finally can assume of Ryle’s is that one can know his own mind (better to say, identity)
in exactly the same manner he knows of others, by observing what he acts as he watches
what others act. In this process, if the self-awareness sometimes possibly leads to authority
this must be very very non-immediate.

3 Gilbert Ryle in ‘Self-Knowledge’ in Self-Knowledge. Ed. by Quassim Cassam, Oxford University Press,
Walton Street, Oxford, 1994. PP. 19-42.
4 Ibid. PP. 19-42.
5 Ibid. P. 42.
6 Ibid. P. 39.
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However, Donald Davidson arguing against Ryle in this regard says that, “Ryle was wrong. It is
seldom that case that I need or appeal to evidence or observation in order to find out what I
believe; normally I know what I think before I speak or act. Even when I have evidence, I
seldom make use of it.”7 It is clear that Davidson takes self-awareness to be self-authoritative
and it is direct or immediate. Davidson uses one kind of transcendental argument to show
why we must have self-authority. His argument follows this way:

‘Communication involves interpretation’ cannot be the case unless ‘we have first person
authority’.

‘Communication involves interpretation’ is indeed the case.
Therefore, we have to have first person authority.

Now, we have to see whether Davidson argues for any authenticity in self-authority. Davidson
says, we cannot claim, authenticity must be occurred in authority always, for sometimes one
can be wrong about his own thoughts, and according to Davidson, thus, “the appeal to what
can be publicly determined is not irrelevant.”8 That means, self-authority can sometimes lose
its authoritativeness not being authentic. The question is, if the matter of public-determination
is not irrelevant how authority lives up to its status of being authoritative? Davidson argues,
“the possibility that one may be mistaken about one’s own thoughts cannot defeat the
overriding presumption that a person knows what he or she believes; in general, the belief
that one has a thought is enough to justify that belief.”9

But this explanation is not sound in the sense that no ‘presumption’ backed by belief can be a
good evidence. That is why, Davidson cannot argue for transparency or even for intimacy too.
The point Davidson seems to miss here is the argument for personal identity. He overlooks
the fact that even though a person can commit a mistake he/she may correct it in due course
of time, for, (1) in every instance mistakes are not possible to occur, and (2) one’s memory will
support one that one committed a mistake in the past. Indeed, these problems push us to
take up Freudian psychoanalysis seriously; especially regarding ‘self-authority’ how Freud talks
of the ‘unconscious’. It is a known fact that though his account of psychoanalysis can be
questioned sometimes10, nevertheless it shows how one person can be influenced by what

7 Donald Davidson, Subjective, Intersubjective, Objective. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 2022, P. 15.
8 Ibid. P. 15.
9 Ibid. P. 15.
10 This falls outside the scope of this paper, although it would be interesting to examine back after such
kind of a discussion. I have taken the Freudian unconscious for to some extent universally granted here
eyeing for a fruitful deliberation.
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are kept in the unconscious part of his/her mind. I want to submit here that since ‘unconscious’
is a part of our own body or, say mind, self-authority is always preserved. Freud’s opinion is
that what we forget and remember at times occasionally becomes latent in the ‘unconscious’
during the time of forgetfulness. In this regard, he is also aware of the fact that,
“At this very point we may be prepared to meet with the philosophical objection that the
latent conception did not exist as an object of psychology, but as a physical disposition for the
recurrence of the same psychical phenomenon,…But we may reply that this is a theory for
overstepping the domain of psychology proper; that it simply begs the question by asserting
‘conscious’ to be an identical term with ‘psychical’, and that it is clearly at fault in denying
psychology the right to account for its most common facts, such as memory, by its own
means.”11

The question is then, why Freud is important in the domain of any discussion relating to mind?
I have at least two reasons for this question;

(1) It is Freud who can clearly show that intimacy and immediacy cannot together go along,
though it is often thought they are two aspects of the same self-knowledge. It is in the sense
that the immediate which shows itself as knowledge or awareness at the conscious surface
level actually can be the effect of the unconscious remotely hidden somewhere far beyond
the conscious. Freud rather shows that, the more intimate one becomes to the unconscious
the better one gets nearer to self-knowledge, and it is opposite to immediacy.

(2) No other philosophers but Freud could show a detailed systematic account of dream
activities. Immediacy, transparency, authority along with self-awareness – all come under the
purview of dream analysis and these all becomes blurred inside a dream – a dream we write
ourselves.

That is why, I should agree with James Strachey that, “No examination of the mind could thus
be considered complete unless it included this unconscious part of it in its scope.”12

No doubt, Freud’s psychoanalytic system cannot tell us that self-knowledge must be
transparent, but his is much more transparent than Davidson in the sense that, while Davidson

11 Sigmund Freud, On Metapsychology, The Theory of Psychoanalysis. Shrijee’s Book International, New
Delhi, 2003, P. 46.
12 James Strachey, ‘Sigmund Freud: A Sketch of his Life and Ideas’, in Sigmund Freud, On Metapsychology,
The Theory of Psychoanalysis.  Shrijee’s Book International, New Delhi, 2003, P. 14.
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only speaks of the possibility of self-authority, Freud claims that self-authority can be increased
by analysis and this can also further enhance self-authenticity.

Perhaps, here I must give an explanation of why and how memory becomes important in this
discussion. Medical practitioner Gomathy Gopinath finds after some experiments (operations
with patients) that principal part of long-term memory is preserved in a part of brain called
hippocampus13, for if that part is removed a patient cannot remember his past life anymore.
So, if in case that portion is damaged the patient may lose his personal identity. Now the
question is, what is the relationship between self-authority and memory? The relationship is,
what is not very difficult to see, memory increases self-authority in some cases. For example,
if we can remember that we once got hurt, say at the head, we can know that is the cause of
our present headache. If we cannot be convinced, we can at least be at a better position in
search of a cause of a present headache. And, this authority over our own condition would
definitely pave a way closer to self-authenticity.
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Introduction

Water is one of the important needs for the survival of life on this planet. It constitute 0.62
percent of global water and is fairly clean as a result of filtration caused by seepage through
rock materials. But it is not free from soluble mineral substances which make it unfit as a safe
source of portable water. It is estimated that about 45% of irrigation water requirement is
met from ground water sources (Jain et al., 2010). In urban areas, 30 % of people’s water need
is met by ground water (Kumar et al., 2005) whereas in rural areas it is 80%. It has been
estimated that about 4.4 million people of India are affected by water crisis because of the
pollution or prevalence of fluoride, arsenic, nitrate, and iron in water. The crisis was not as
result of natural factors but had been caused by human intervention. In India, water table has
gone down in many areas as a result of indiscriminate and high withdrawal of groundwater for
irrigation and other purposes. With the lowering of the water table, the cost of water extraction
has not only increased but also affected the quality of water. It is estimated that by 2025 over
half of the world’s population will be vulnerable to water shortages (Kulshreshtha, 1998).
Water quality is important for human health as well for all the living organism. The water
quality has an effect on soils, crops and the environment (W et al., 2001). The groundwater is
being contaminated by arsenic, fluoride, chloride, sulphates etc. In coastal areas, the
exploitation of groundwater has made seawater intrude 10 to 15 km inland with salt water. In
dry areas where water table comes closer to the ground salt laden water is brought up from
underground sources by capillary action which is on evaporation deposits alt on the surface
of the soil. This makes the land sterile. In densely populated coastal regions of Gujarat, Andhra
Pradesh, Kerala, Orissa and Tamil Nadu saline intrusion resulting in from groundwater is
widespread. Another important consequence of excessive water withdrawal of groundwater
causes subsidence or sinking of land. The most common form of subsidence takes place in the
regions where the sub-surface rock strata are interspersed with layers of loose sand and silt. A
less common type of subsidence takes place in areas of limestone bedrock inn which water
has formed cracks and caverns. Removal of water from these underground reservoirs may
allow the upper soil layers to enter the void and form cavities near to the surface. A minor
surface shock may trigger a sudden slip of land.
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Groundwater water contamination problem is caused due to excessive presence of arsenic,
fluoride, nitrate, chloride and sulphates etc.

Arsenic
The presence of arsenic is not uncommon elsewhere. It is reported in Poland, Hungary, Spain,
Canada, China, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and India. In India, arsenical problem was first
time suspected in 1983. The causation of arsenic in groundwater there is two hypothesis. (1)
The problem is caused by the pumping of large amounts of water from the boreholes. Air is
drawn in the holes and the result would be the oxidation of certain arsenic bearing minerals
that lie in the sediment. Feeding oxygen to these minerals would liberate the arsenic into the
water. (2) Arsenic was found abundant in water when oxygen is scarce. The water harbours
large amount of iron. In the presence of Oxygen the iron becomes iron oxides.
Based on environmental factors and food habits Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) has set a
maximum permissible level of arsenic 0.05mg/litre.

Alkalinity
Alkalinity in water neutralizes the presence of acid in water. However the limit exceeding the
desirable 200mg/l the water tastes becomes unpleasant (BIS 2009). In the study area the
concentration of alkalinity ranges from 30.03 to 169.85 mg/l.

Chloride
 The BIS has issued a desirable limit of 250 mg/l in India. The concentration of Chloride beyond
the desirable limit has a corrosion and palatability are also affected (BIS 2009).

Nitrate
Nitrate in groundwater generally originates from sewage effluents, septic tanks and natural
drains carrying municipal wastes. The BIS prescribed the desirable limit of 45mg/l and the
limit beyond this limit causes methaemoglobin and indicative of pollution.

Manganese
Manganese is the essential element for many organism, including human, but it has adverse
health effects can be caused by the inadequate intake or overexpose. Concentration below
0.1 mg/l is the desirable (BIS 2009).

Iron
Iron is an essential element in the maintenance of human nutrition. Generally, the
concentration of Iron in water is usually not noticeable when the concentration is below 0.30
mg/l (BIS 2009).
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Fluoride
Fluoride at low concentrations has beneficial effects on teeth by preventing and reducing the
risk of tooth decay also results to stronger bones (Ayoob et al., 2008). Whereas fluoride levels
above 1.5 mg/l in drinking water can cause fluorosis (BIS, 2009).

Conclusion:
Groundwater problems is widely dispersed and hence its use particularly for the purposes of
drinking has to be specially taken care of. Apart from that groundwater contamination is
increasing at an alarming rate making availability for future generation is be prioritised.
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Introduction

Sustainability is a broad discipline, giving students and graduates insights into most aspects of
the human world from business to technology to environment and the social sciences. The
core skills with which a graduates leaves college or university are highly sought after, especially
in a modern world looking to drastically reduce carbon emissions and discover and develop
the technologies of the future. Sustainability draws on politics, economics and, philosophy
and other social sciences as well as the hard sciences. Sustainability skills and environmental
awareness is a priority in many corporate jobs at graduate level and over as businesses seek
to adhere to new legislation. Therefore, Sustainability graduates will go into many fields but
most commonly civic planning, environmental consultancy (built and natural environment),
agriculture, not for profit, corporate strategies, health assessment and planning, and even
into law and decision making. Entry-level jobs are growing and over the coming years, bachelor’s
graduates can expect more and more options and opportunities. Sustainability is one the
newest degree subjects that attempts to bridge social science with civic engineering and
environmental science with the technology of the future. When we hear the word
“sustainability” we tend to think of renewable fuel sources, reducing carbon emissions,
protecting environments and a way of keeping the delicate ecosystems of our planet in balance.
In short, sustainability. The definition of “sustainability” is the study of how natural systems
function, remain diverse and produce everything it needs for the ecology to remain in balance.
It also acknowledges that human civilisation takes resources to sustain our modern way of
life. Sustainability takes into account how we might live in harmony with the natural world
around us, protecting it from damage and destruction. Human Development Index (HDI) is
one of the most widely used measures of well-being. The weak point of this index is that it
does not take into account the concept of sustainability and, more precisely, it is lacking in the
environmental component specification. On the other side of the spectrum, some indicators
provide useful information about the environmental health of countries but not about human
development, such as the Environmental Performance Index (EPI). The necessity of the HDI
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empowerment with environmental dimensions was a theme of discussion during the most
recent Rio 20-United Nation Conference on Sustainable Development (2012), as part of
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) post-2015.

Necessity of the study
Climate change is the most urgent issue affecting the whole planet right now. It has been
described as the defining human development issue of our generation. Climate change-related
hazards are ongoing and increasing. They pose a serious threat to the achievement of the
MDGs as they have the potential to reverse years of development gains. Tackling the climate
is a need for justice: developing countries have 98 percent of the seriously affected and 99
percent  of all deaths from weather-related disasters, along with over 90 percent of the total
economic losses, while the 50 Less Developed Countries contribute less than 1percent of
global carbon emissions. Climate change and global poverty must be combated simultaneously.
75percent of the world’s poor live in rural areas and largely depend on natural resources for
their livelihoods and income. They suffer the most from natural disasters due to poor
infrastructure and systems that are not equipped to deal with the drastic impact of major
catastrophes such as the 2004 tsunami or Haiti earthquake. Sustainable development is
the organizing principle for meeting human development goals while at the same
time sustaining the ability of natural systems to provide the natural resources and ecosystem
services upon which the economy and society depend. The desired result is a state of society
where living conditions and resource use continue to meet human needs without undermining
the integrity and stability of the natural system. Sustainable development can be classified as
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations. While the modern concept of sustainable development is derived mostly from
the 1987 Brundtland Report, it is also rooted in earlier ideas about sustainable forest
management and twentieth century environmental concerns. As the concept developed, it
has shifted to focus more on economic development, social development and environmental
protection for future generations. It has been suggested that “the term ‘sustainability’ should
be viewed as humanity’s target goal of human-ecosystem equilibrium (homeostasis), while
‘sustainable development’ refers to the holistic approach and temporal processes that lead us
to the end point of sustainability”. The modern economies are endeavoring to reconcile
ambitious economic development and obligations of preserving the natural
resources and ecosystem, the two are traditionally seen as of conflicting nature. Instead of
holding climate change commitments and other sustainability measures as a drag to economic
development, turning and leveraging them into market opportunities will do greater good.
The economic development brought by such organized principles and practices in
an economy is called Managed Sustainable Development (MSD). The concept of sustainable
development has been and still is subject to criticism. What, exactly, is to be sustained in
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sustainable development? It has been argued that there is no such thing as a sustainable use
of a non-renewable resource, since any positive rate of exploitation will eventually lead to the
exhaustion of earth’s finite stock. This perspective renders the industrial revolution as a whole
unsustainable. It has also been argued that the meaning of the concept has opportunistically
been stretched from “conservation management” to “economic development”, and that the
Brundtland Report promoted nothing but a business as usual strategy for world development,
with an ambiguous and insubstantial concept attached as a public relations slogan.

Objectives of the study
This study has tried to highlight the following objectives:
1) To study changes of environment in global context.
2)  To study the inter-link between environmental sustainability and human development.

Hypothesis of the study
1) Environmental degradation has taken place
2) There is positive impacts  between the environment and human development

Methodology
The author has used analyticatical method to provide final shape of this research article by
adopting secondary sources.

Analysis of the study
The concepts of environmental sustainability and human development are commonly
referenced in politics, business, and social sectors worldwide. Although they are in often
associated with each other, these two ideas  have largely been conceptualized researched and
measured separately. If we see historically, great differences have been made between the
disciplines of environmental sustainability and human development, which has contributed
to communication barriers between the fields and research that has been narrowly focused
within each discipline. Thus, large gaps exist in our understanding of how to balance human
development and environmental sustainability. In order to develop practical field such policy
gaps, the Advanced Consortium on Cooperation Conflict, and Complexity and the ‘Aguirre
Lehendakaria Centre for Social and Political Studies have been collaborating to build a new
framework for sustainable human development (SHD). Broadly defined, SHD is the resulting
synthesis of human development and environmental sustainability. It generally emphasizes
equitable human and social development, maintaining environmental integrity, and ensuring
that these conditions also be attainable for future generations. In this regard, we can add that,
many studies in earlier tried to promote, measure of environmental sustainability only but at
present it has tried to connect human development and environmental sustainability jointly.
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Indices such as the HDI and the World Happiness Report comprehensively measure various
aspects of human well-being. Meanwhile, indices like the Environmental Performance Index,
Environmental Vulnerability Index, Sustainable Society Index and the Environmental
Sustainability Index assess socio-economic and ecological components of sustainability.
Although these indices enable us to observe and measure characteristics of human
development and environmental sustainability which had indicated the lack of unified
theoretical framework. Rather, existing indices and measures were developed in response to
a variety of international, national and programmatic development agendas. This leads to
inconsistencies in their theoretical backgrounds and broader goals. In 1992, the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development – UNED took place in the Rio de Janeiro where,
among the documents that were adopted, there was also the Rio Declaration, the first
consistent statement on sustainability and which proposed the development of sustainable
national strategies. 10 years after the conference in Rio de Janeiro, the UN Summit on
Sustainable Development, or “Rio + 10” took place at Johannesburg and the Johannesburg
declaration on sustainable development and the plan of implementation of the world summit
on sustainable development were adopted. One of the main discussions of the summit focused
on the concept of “sustainable development” by highlighting the main connections between
poverty, environment and resource utilization. The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable
Development showed the importance of sustainable development in the fight for
environmental protection and against poverty at global level and assumed collective
responsibility for the progress and development of the three interdependent

Conclusion
This paper has tried to highlight the inter-link between the environmental sustainability and
human development. In the present scenario we have seen that most of the world countries
have used the natural resources both directly or indirectly to meet up human needs which
have degraded the environment. From our above analysis, it has seen that less develop and
developing countries of the word have used natural recourses larger than developed countries
which bring the differences in percentage regarding the environmental degradation between
the two. Therefore, to reduce difference between the two kinds of countries in percentage
ratio, the United Nations have been discussed in different conferences to minimize the
environmental degradations and ensure the safety to the future generations among the world
countries.
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Abstract
The pollution caused by microplastics is of growing environmental concern due to their slow
degradation, biological ingestion and being a carrier to different synthetic organic pollutants
and other chemical additives of plastic which may get leached out with time. Those materials
enter in to food chains and potentially cause serious health problems to all organisms.
Regulations in many countries/regions have been setup or to be implemented to ban the
production/sale and use of primary microplastics (e.g., micro-beads), which could reduce
microplastics in the aquatic environment to certain extent. However, the fragments from larger
plastic items (second microplastics) are major contributors, and then new legislations have to
be proposed and implemented in order to substantially reduce the amounts of microplastics
in the environment and the associated environmental impact. Moreover, approaches and
measures are to be taken by encouraging companies and all users to adopt the Reduce–Reuse–
Recycle circular economy as this will represent a cost-effective way of reducing the quantity
of plastic objects and microplastics particles entering and gathering in the environment and
ecosystem.
Keywords: Distribution and occurrence of microplastics; Environmental impacts; Legislation;
Reduce–Reuse–Recycle

Introduction
Plastics are synthetic polymers having high ranges of molecular mass and plasticity commonly
derived from petrochemical sources, to some extent from biomass and fossil fuels as well. In
current times, varied range of products are made up of plastics due to their ease of production,
low cost, inertness, resistance to water and high strength. These properties make plastic a
suitable applicant for use in a varied spectrum of biotechnological applications, especially in
industrial organic synthesis. As such there has been a rise in plastic production. The inertness
of plastic makes it very resilient to degradation and as a result its disposal is a big challenge.
Recycling is one of the solutions but regrettably majority of the plastic debris ends up in landfill
which takes a lengthy period for its breakdown and decay. Plastics make their way into the
aquatic environment due to their random disposal and harm the marine biota. During the last
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few decades, this is an issue of major concern as marine ecosystem has maximum contribution
towards global primary productivity.1 The minute it enters in the environment, plastic materials
lost their structural rigidity due to degradation by various means. The extensive degradation
of plastics leads to the formation of powdery fragments and microscopic-sized plastics, called
microplastics.2 Microplastics are defined as plastic fragments with the size of less than 5 mm.
A most recent study however, suggests that the definition of microplastics should consider
fragments smaller than 1 mm.3 Currently, cosmetic, pharmaceuticals as well as other industries
are using microplastics in numerous day-to-day used products; as such polluting the
environment through wastewater, eventually transported along food web and affecting marine
ecosystem after reaching the sea.

Figure: Microplastics in Aquatic eco-system and their impacts4

Microplastics can be categorized by their source. There are two main types in the environment,
primary and secondary. Primary microplastics are made purposefully as per requirement, while
secondary microplastics are bits of plastic that break down from larger pieces. There is another
group that has only recently been discovered, that come from the human use of objects.

Primary microplastics
These were created by the manufacturer to be a certain tiny size for a particular purpose;
used in face washes, cosmetics and toothpastes to exfoliate. Conventionally, natural substances
like ground almonds, salt, etc. were used, but they started being replaced by plastic about 50
years ago. However, studies on their negative consequences are carried out in the past few
years. Recently, microbeads have gotten a lot of attention and several countries, including the
US, have banned them with the Microbead-Free Water Act of 2015. Interestingly, they only
make up 2% of total microplastics released.
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Secondary microplastics
Bigger pieces of plastic can break down over time and release these small pieces into the
environment. Weathering, such as from sunlight, waves, or other physical stress, breaks the
plastic into smaller pieces. Typically, it originates from waste that wasn’t managed suitably.
Plastic bags and fishing gear are some examples of common debris that break down. These
microplastics usually have more variable shapes.

This chapter provides information with regards to the sources/distribution/fate and potential
adverse effects of microplastics, the development of microplastics regulations and management
policies. Even though regulations developed worldwide recommend banning the sale/
production and use of micro-beads (a primary microplastics), the fragments from larger plastic
items (secondary microplastics) are major contributors. As such new legislations have to be
planned and implemented in order to substantially reduce the amounts of all plastic items
into the environment. And finally, the research gap and need of research attention in this area
has been highlighted.

Sources, distribution and occurrence of microplastics
Microplastics of polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene particles etc. enters aquatic systems
from primary sources such as cleaning and cosmetic products through household sewage
discharge. Some others originate in industrial spillage of plastic resin powders or pellets used
for air blasting, and feed stocks used to manufacture plastic products.1,5-6 Microplastics from
secondary sources are generated by fragmentation processes (e.g., via ultraviolet light
exposure) from larger plastic items, which are the major contributors of microplastics present
in the environment. Those Include fibres from washing clothes mostly polyester, acrylic and
polyamide.

Those microplastics as reported have pervaded even the most remote marine environments.
Analyses of ice cores collected from remote locations in the Arctic Ocean revealed levels of
microplastics ranging between 38 and 234 particles/m3, which is double the magnitude than
those previously reported in the Pacific gyre.7,8 Studies showed, Polar Regions have been
identified as additional global sink of plastics. Mallory, 2006 Unlike marine environment, very
few studies suggest that microplastics present as equally ubiquitous in surface waters, urban
estuaries and discharged municipal wastewater effluents. The distribution and abundance of
microplastics (secondary) in various surface waters, wastewater effluents and river sediment
is shown in the table below.9

The data from Edgbaston Pool as shown in table below represent the first sediment microplastic
concentrations for a small lake which are relatively low, but factors used to determine their
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concentrations were similar to that for large water bodies, In comparison with marine studies,
the extraction of microplastics is likely to be more problematic for lake sediments due to the
increased prevalence of organic matter and the greater discolouration of the microplastics.10

Table: Concentration of microplastics in different lakes and river sediments
Location Average Concentration

Urban surface water, Wuhan, China Maximum ~8925±1591 particle/m3

Lake and estuarine sediments, kerela, India Maximum 496 particles/m3

Sediment, Edgbaston Pool, Birmingham, UK Maximum 25-30 particles/100 g dried sediment

Sediment, Lake Garda, Italy Maximum 1108±983 particles/m2

Microplastics in sediments from the Rhine-Main system in Germany and the St Lawrence River
in Canada were well reported.11-12 Lechner et al. (2014) demonstrated the scale of
contamination in major rivers by estimating that more than 1500 tonnes of microplastics
enter the Black Sea each year via the River Danube alone.5 Different studies revealed sewage
treatment works effluent as well as road and land run-off were sources of microplastics in
River Thames sediments.13,14 The presence of microplastics in the sediments of Vembanad
Lake in India was also examined.15 Samples were collected from ten sites and the most terrible
thing is that all the samples showed the existence of microplastics. The abundance of
microplastics recorded from the sediment samples is in the range of 96–496 particles/m2 and
low density polyethylene was found to be dominant polymer component.

Environmental and health impacts of microplastics
Though the study on microplastics is very recent and its adverse affects on different living
being has rarely been established, yet it has emerged as one of the globally most thinkable
topic of concern. Uptake of microplastics by annelids, crustaceans, ostracods, some freshwater
fishes etc., has been identified in many studies.16,17 Rosenkranz et al. (2009) demonstrate that
the water flea Daphnia magna rapidly ingests microplastics under laboratory conditions.
Microplastics (0.02 and 1 mm) appear to cross the gut epithelium and accumulate in lipid
storage droplets. This is of specific concern because microplastics infiltrating tissues might
induce more severe effects.18

The ingestion of polystyrene beads (100 nm) by suspension feeding bivalve molluscs significantly
increased when they were incorporated into manually-generated aggregates.19 Microplastics
could release plasticizers and adsorbed pollutants after the ingestion and then may introduce
biological toxins and chemicals in the food chain; this results in unpredictable ecological effects
for bioaccumulation and biomagnification of the toxic pollutants into the organisms.20
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Capacity of microplastics to adsorb chemical pollutants pose another big problem. Various
plastic polymers, such as PVC, PE, PP and PS were shown to have a high sorption capacity for
DDTs, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), hexachlorocyclohexanes and chlorinated
benzenes.21 Additionally, endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs), nonylphenol and bisphenol-
A and various plastic additives (e.g., phthalates) have been detected in microplastics.22 Studies
also show that microplastic materials such as PE, silicone, polycarbonate and PS have been
found to leach bisphenol-A and nonylphenol.23 Levels of these chemicals found in the aquatic
environment may represent those that are desorbed from both the plastic materials themselves
that were pre-adsorbed from the environment.

A recent study led by Stanford University researchers determined that blue whales consume
up to 10 million pieces of microplastic daily, largely through the prey that they eat. Environment
International reported that traces of microplastics were discovered in 80 per cent of blood
samples taken from 22 anonymized, healthy humans.24 Researchers with Universita
Politecnicadella Marche found microplastics in 26 of 34 samples of breast milk, all collected
from a randomized group of women.25

With some plastic specks small enough to infiltrate cells and tissues, some studies have
suggested a correlation to certain cancers and various health problems, especially with
microplastics leading to levels of chemical toxicity. As Nature reports, the potential dangers of
ingesting microplastics depends on how quickly these particles travel through the human body
– a factor that researchers are only beginning to study.26

Conclusion
Presence of microplastics in aquatic ecosystem is in alarming condition. This is because they
are omnipresent in the natural surroundings either through direct input from different luxurious
products used in day-to-day life or through natural degradation of bulk plastic materials. Though
direct evidence of their hazardous impacts on health is under investigation yet the harmful
effects on marine biota and possibility to get transferred along food web is an issue of major
concern. There is a pressing need to take severe measures to address the problem at
international, national and local levels.  More detailed research on how micro- and nano-
plastics affect the structures and processes of the human body, and whether and how they
can transform cells and induce carcinogenesis, is urgently needed. Local governments should
introduce strong legislative rules in this context and should encourage research to monitor
the long term effects of plastic debris and to develop preventive measure. The public awareness
regarding microplastic pollution is very significant as this will govern their behaviour towards
plastic consumption and most importantly the negative effects of the plastic pollution are still
unrecognizable by the general population.
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Abstract

The paper tries to explain that of the two moralities explained by Nietzsche – Master and
Slave morality are inseparable. These two exist in the same person and no one should use or
apply any particular morality alone. No particular morality can lead us to a better future –
neither master morality nor slave morality. The paper also shows that Nietzsche’s interpretation
of slave morality is not justified. Slave morality is not a reaction or second-rank morality and
also it is not an inauthentic or life-denying all the time. But according to Nietzsche master
morality is a first-rank morality and slave morality is a second-rank morality. Master morality
and slave morality both have their pros and cons. Master morality if followed by us up to the
extent stated by Nietzsche it would create chaos in the world and human society. Master
morality is helpful in intrapersonal level while slave morality is helpful in interpersonal level.
Power (master morality) implies responsibility (slave morality) – this statement expresses that
these two moralities together or coexistence of them can lead us to a better future.

Keywords: Master Morality, Slave Morality, Intrapersonal Level, Interpersonal Level,
Coexistence.

Nietzsche, one of the greatest thinkers of all times, was against Universal moral principles. He
did not like any rule-centric morality. According to him, there is no ultimate truth; it is us who
invent truth according to our needs. Nietzsche rejected utilitarianism and also Kantian morality
which are based on some specific or universal rule. He believed that there is no authority or
moral law giver. He attacked conventional moral concepts and introduced new morality based
on human’s attitude. And the center of his morality was ‘the will-to-power.’ Thus, he introduced
two divisions of morality – Master morality and Slave morality. In master morality there is
the open exercise of will-to-power and slave morality is the contrary to master morality which
lacks in the exercise of will-to-power. And thus, according to Nietzsche, the followers of slave
morality are dominated by the masters.
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Nietzsche first explained about master morality and slave morality in his “On the Genealogy
of Morals”. Nietzsche seems to support or inclined towards master morality. The nature and
description he offered about master’s nature is glorious and also frightening sometimes. These
two moralities can be used in our lives with certain limits. A master dominate its opponents is
not justifiable every time or to every extent. Complete freedom cannot be offered to the
masters as this would create chaos in the society, in the whole world. Though slave morality
seems passive and non-creative, but it is not the case every time. Sometimes it is more beneficial
than following the master morality. Slave morality may not seem to work like active force, but
can do many things even better than the active master morality. Basically the virtues in morality
work for the betterment of interpersonal relationship. It is not contained to the self or the
person himself. Nietzsche unlike the conventional virtue system offered a different conception
of virtue. We can put the nature of virtue by Nietzsche on Robert Solomon’s words in his
chapter ‘Business Ethics and Virtues’, “more solitary, artistic and warrior-like virtues, such as
independence, creativity and risk taking” (Solomon 31). Nietzsche attacked traditional morality
specifically Christian morality, and offered an alternative account of virtue. He contrasts slave
morality with what he calls ‘master morality,’ a system in which ‘good’ or ‘virtuous’
characteristics like independence and risk taking – are expressions of strength, power, and
nobility.

R.C. Solomon writes in his chapter ‘Business Ethics and Virtue’ about traditional virtues and
Nietzschean virtues in business ethics. He shows that the good corporate citizen will exhibit
characteristics that fall within the traditional realm of virtues, like being trustworthy with
insider company information, or being just in his dealings with colleagues and subordinates.
While the entrepreneur or the hedge fund trader may demonstrate more Nietzschean
characteristics, such as risk-taking, creativity, and independence. The trader may take risks
well, which is to say, taking risks which may lead to profits rather than losses. The financial
entrepreneur may display creativity by developing a creatively new method of analysis, which
better predicts market patterns and leads to higher profits.

But it would be wrong to say that Nietzschean virtues are the only valuable characteristics in
the business and financial world. In fact, the Nietzschean virtues and traditional virtues can
coexist. It would be tough for any Nietzschean entrepreneur or trader to be profitable in
business or finance without also exhibiting trustworthiness (in his or her dealings with co-
workers, superiors, or clients) during the process.

Master morality – those who follow this morality, for Nietzsche, they are not merely human
but over-man. They possess the will to power openly, honestly and nobly through cheerful,
life-affirming self-creation and self-imposition (Soccio 469). On the other hand, who follows
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slave morality lacks courage and nobility. But can we or should we say equality, justice, etc.
are timid, ignoble or life-denying? Equality and justice covers the whole of the society or the
world. It goes beyond self-imposition. According to Nietzsche, master morality is an aesthetic-
heroic code of honour. “The over-man looks only to himself or herself for value” (Soccio 469).
The question can be raised – cannot the thought for the welfare of everyone be the authentic
or noble idea or value? Equality, justice do not look for the self only but look for the whole of
the society. It goes beyond the self. It is not that it is self-less activity or value, but it is for the
all selves. Because it thinks in a sense or on some level every self is equal. For example, according
to many philosophers or philosophy we all are morally or spiritually equal, so everyone should
be treated equally. According to egalitarianism – it emphasizes equality and equal treatment
across gender, religion, economic, status, and political beliefs. It holds that all people in a
society should have equal rights from birth. According to Hobbes, in the natural condition of
mankind, humans are equal, despite minor differences in strength and mental equity. Thus
equality, justice or fairness was the component for the maintenance or the construction of
‘the state of nature.’ Where there is equality and justice there the chance of chaos is very less.
But where there is competition or distrust there will be only chaotic situations. So we need a
balance in the society. This balance can be brought about by slave morality in the form of
equality, justice or fairness. Thus we see how master morality may create chaotic situation in
the world and that can be controlled by following the slave morality. We cannot regard them
to be inauthentic or ignoble. In fact, they can be more than authenticity and nobility. We
cannot say slave morality to be a second-tier or second-rank morality. Some may take it to be
a first-tier morality such as socialist, communist or Marxist, or altruistic person. They do not
stress on individual privilege or benefit, rather it focus on equal treatment of all or the welfare
or happiness of the greatest number of people. They think for the welfare and development
of the whole society or society as a whole. Thus, above mentioned philosophy or principles
do not want to make any particular individual happy or master and consequently do not follow
master morality, rather they seems to follow slave morality (in Nietzsche’s term).

According to Nietzsche, slave morality has triumphed over the masters and everything now
hides the exclusion of the master: art, religion, morality, even science, which comprehends
the world with entirely ‘slavish’ categories like ‘reaction’ and ‘adaptation,’ ‘struggle,’ and
‘universal law’ (White 684). Nietzsche says, “One places instead ‘adaptation’ in the foreground,
that is to say, an activity of the second rank, a mere reactivity; indeed, life itself has been
defined as a more and more efficient inner adaptation to external conditions. Thus the essence
of life, its will to power, is ignored” (Nietzsche, GM 78-79). But the question arise (or I arise
the question) – Is will to power everything in our life? Does power mean to dominate others?

Here I draw a conclusion from two statements given by two existentialist philosophers –
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Nietzsche says: Power is Freedom
Sartre says: Freedom is Responsibility
+. I (We) can say: Power is Responsibility

Thus using deductive method we come to the point that the most authentic thing for Nietzsche
i.e., power itself implies the slave morality (as stated by Nietzsche). Hence, we can say as we
have seen that master morality (power) can coexist with slave morality (responsibility). Thus,
we cannot deny or accept master morality or slave morality alone. The coexistence of the two
leads us to a better life.

Again, Richard White in his article, “The Return of the Master: An Interpretation of Nietzsche’s
‘Genealogy of Morals’” interprets about Nietzsche’s interpretation of the master that for
Nietzsche “the noble Master as a man of “overflowing health,” who celebrates all of the
instinctual powers of life in the constant turmoil of “war, adventure, hunting, dancing, war
games, and in general all that involves vigorous, free joyful activity. Such an individual, living
“in complete trust and openness with himself”, does not seek to preserve or justify his life
(White 686). Indeed, when he is free of the usual social constraints he abandons himself to
the ferocious forces inside him, and discharges all of his strength in “a disgusting procession of
murder, arson, rape, and torture…as if it were no more than a student’s prank” (Nietzsche,
GM 40). Richard says that the victim of these unconscious cruelties, the Slave is one of peace-
loving herd who simply does not have the power to resist.

According to Nietzsche, the priests are using slave morality to get power over the masters. His
moral values are born out of a peculiar condition which Nietzsche calls “ressentiment”. But
the morality or virtues or values followed by the socialists, communists, altruist or utilitarian
person cannot be said to be born out of ressentiment. The values may be their first-rank
values or morality. It is not the case that slave morality must be born out of ressentiment.
People may follow any value or virtue from their own self, with a first-rank worth. The values
may not be the reaction of their failure to get power (as stated by Nietzsche). Slave morality
must not be always born out of moral guilt or ressentiment.

Bernard Reginster in his article “Nietzsche on Ressentiment and Valuation” writes about priestly
slave morality that the priest expects to enjoy political superiority but he might believe that a
certain sort of life is adequate or worth living and yet not expect to be able to live it because
he has a very low estimation of himself, of his potentiality and position (Reginster 287). But
again, the slaves (in Nietzsche’s term) such as – socialists, communists, altruist or utilitarian
person do not have or may not have low estimation themselves. It is not mandatory for them
to have low estimation or any form of moral guilt of themselves. They may choose any value,
virtue or morality out of their own desire or choice.
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Though, Nietzsche believed that the priests are the “man of ressentiment” whose ressentiment
revaluation is a “slave revolt”, but ressentiment revaluation is not possible for the slaves.
Bernard Reginster in his article “Nietzsche on Ressentiment and Valuation” states that
ressentiment revaluation cannot be said to be the work of the slaves. The reason is, which
Nietzsche repeatedly holds, the slave does not create values, it is the peculiar privilege which
belongs exclusively to the masters” (Reginster 289; Nietzsche, BGE 196).

Again, ressentiment revaluation is a “slave revolt” not because it was fomented by the slaves,
but because it consists in negating “noble values” (Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals
34). But there is ample evidence that the slave revolt was actually lead by Jewish priests, who
are one of the subgroups of nobility according to Nietzsche; although that was not successful
one. So, either there cannot be any slave revolt in morality, or the priests cannot be the
subgroup of the noble category.

Again, though Nietzsche in a way condemns slave morality, but slave morality is prevalent in
modern or postmodern time very much. Applied care ethics is a very important example
under this heading. Under this come some ethical fields such as bioethics, business ethics,
and environmental ethics. Medicine is a profession which clearly involves care for others, care
ethics was immediately taken in bioethics as a means to assess relational and embodied aspects
of medical policies and practices. Again, a number of formal political organizations of care are
seen to exist. The basic themes or issues are – issues of welfare, same sex marriage, of
motherhood, fatherhood, health care, infant welfare, the feminist movement, LGBTQ rights,
disability, and elder care etc. These all come under slave morality (in Nietzsche’s interpretation).
So we see how slave morality is important and playing a very crucial role or part in our lives.
We cannot think to exist without following this Slave morality. The issues and their solutions
which Nietzsche’s slave morality contains are integral parts of our lives. So, to think that slave
morality is merely a reaction or second-rank morality; not active but life-denying is unjustified.

Conclusion
 In the end, we can say that the two moralities – Master and Slave cannot exist independently.
People cannot follow any particular set of morality alone. Both the moralities have their pros
and cons. Master morality is helpful in ‘intrapersonal level’ i.e., the individual can develop his
own skills and potentialities to overcome himself to become a better version of himself. On
the contrary, slave morality is helpful in ‘interpersonal level’ i.e., one’s relationship with others.
It develops or strengthens the relationships among people to form a harmonious society. It is
helpful in case of mass oriented or society oriented phenomena. Master morality is self-creation
and self-affirmation. It takes will to power for self-overcoming, to become an overman. But
this overman must be in the sense that he is over himself. He overcomes the personal obstacles
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or limitations to become the better version of his own self. So, master morality must be self-
centred and not to dominate others after getting power, rather, he should follow slave morality
after getting power for the welfare of others or the needy. After all, power implies
responsibility. The coexistence of master and slave morality can form a better way for the
people to lead in their lives for a better future.
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Abstract
Secularism defines a wall of separation between religion and State. But, in India secularism is
equality and equal respect for all religion by pursuing non-discrimination against any individual
based on his/her religious belief. However, this has resulted in many contradictions in Indian
social and political life today. It is probable that the Mughals and British domination have
generated frustration and fear to such an extent that a religious nationalism (Hindutva) was
born. This is exactly what Hindu Nationalism takes issue with: the pseudo-secular project of
building the national identity without Hindutva or against Hinduism. Hindutva asserts that
Hinduism is the basis of the Indian civilization. The Hindu-ness or Hindu identity is perceived
as the foundation of the nation.
Keywords: Religion; Culture; Secularism; Hindu Nationalism; Hinduism; Hindutva;
Fundamentalism; India.

The Constitution of India describes the State as sovereign, socialist, secular and democratic.
The expression ‘secular’ has special significance in the context of the historical development
of Indian polity. While Pakistan came into being the ‘land of pure’, an Islamic state and the
new India into a secular country. Indeed, it is of pivotal importance particularly in the context
of political realities on the ground as they exist now. India was never a unified kingdom or
nation before independence, and there were plenty of large and small states together with
different empires. Hinduism, Sikhism, Jainism, Buddhism are indigenous to the land. But, today,
India retains the third largest Muslim population on earth. There are small population of Jewish,
Sanamahism (Animism), Zoroastrianism (Parsis and Iranis) and Baha`i faith among many cults
that took roots from Christian denominations, neo-Pentecostal movements (or Protestant
Christian Movement), Muslim fundamentalist movements and naturally all the neo-Hindu
movements and factions. In aplural society like India with multiplicity of religions, creeds,
castes and culture, democracy cannot survive unless it is based on the principle of secularism.
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India’s Constitutional Identity with Democracy and Secularism
The India’s constitutional democracy enunciates its constitutional identity in a way that
prioritize religion and religious freedom, secularism, reservation and gender. The 1950
Constitution seeks to build and also consolidate a solid constitutional foundation for liberal
democracy (primarily in a western form) in India. There were specific provisions to guarantee
the religious freedom, secularism, reservation and gender-parity incorporated in the
Constitution also confirms that the founding fathers were unanimous in appreciating those
values of liberal constitutionalism, which, they felt, were inseparable to India’s governance
(Chakrabarty 2019). In a similar way, the structure of governance that is integral to liberal
constitutionalism needs to be built and nurtured. Hence, the framers of the Constitution
adopted federalism and always been upheld in independent India to sustain her multifaceted
social, economic and political texture. The Article 370 of the Constitution of India ensured a
special constitutional status to the state of Jammu and Kashmir may, however, appeared to be
a deviation if one interprets Constitution’s federal provisions mechanically without reference
to the historical context in which it was incorporated as perhaps the only option to unite a
clearly alienated part of the country with the mainland. However, with the scraping of the
Article 370 except Clause 1 of the same which envisages that Jammu and Kashmir is the integral
part of India, Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh are now separate union territories of the country.
In articulating India’s constitutional identity the most significant endeavor is evident with the
formulation of the doctrine of the “Basic Structure of the Constitution of India” by the Supreme
Court of India. Reiterating that those politico-ideological values from which the Constitution
draws its sustenance cannot, under any circumstances, be bypassed, India’s apex court appears
to have discharged its role as a custodian of the Constitution in a creative fashion (Chakrabarty,
Jha 2020). Thus, the Supreme Court has been proactively involved in the maintenance of
constitutional democracy in India.

Secularism is a word which has its origin in the western nations and relates to a wall of
separation between Religion and state. The term secularism was first coined by George Jacob
Holyoake in 1851. He invented it to describe his views of promoting a social order separate
from religion, without actively dismissing or criticizing religious belief. Thus, a secular state as
defined scientifically, means a state which recognizes every citizen as equal and does not
recognize any social or religious stratification for exercising political rights. The essence of
secularism, however, rests on two basic principles. (a) Separation of religion from politics. (b)
Acceptance of religion as purely and strictly private affairs of individuals having nothing to do
with the state. Hence, thebasic idea of secularism everywhere denotes the concern for non-
discrimination on grounds of religion (Fazal 2011).

In the context of Indian Secularism unlike many other European nations, the word Secular is
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associated with sarva dharma samabhava, which has been used not in an anti-religious sense,
but making treatment of all religions in an equal fashion or equal respect for all and ruling out
any discrimination of any Indian on the ground of his or her religion. As pointed out by Dr.
Radhakrishnan, “Secularism does not mean irreligion or atheism or even stress on material
comforts. It proclaims that it lays stress on the universality of spiritual values of ways”. Amartya
Sen’s essay on Indian secularism speaks about ‘equidistance’ between State and all the religious
denominations. Thus, in Indian context, the route to secularism is not separating religion from
politics, but non-discrimination is pursued by ensuring equal religious liberty for all. Hence,
emphasizes symmetry rather than separation. If the state is capable of granting freedom of
worship, even having cooperation with various religious communities, then it is no less secular,
as long as symmetry and equidistance is preserved.

The Constitution of the independent India states that all citizen of India are equal, that is to
say the population is composed of individuals, not groups (castes, tribes, social classes, ethnic
groups or religious communities). Indeed after Partition and the accompanying communal
riots, a special effort was made to assure all minority religious groups, particularly Muslims,
that they would be equal partners in India’s polity. The absence of a state-endorsed religion
was an important component of that assurance. In the Article 25(1) of the Constitution gives
all persons the right to profess, propagate and practice their religion. Besides, giving everyone
the right to worship in accordance with their faith and to build as well as maintain places of
religious worship, the Constitution also give them the right to observe the practices associated
with their religion. The right to religious practice as distinct from the right to religious worship
was a matter of considerable dispute within the Constituent Assembly. The plea for including
religious practices came mostly from members of the Hindu community. K.M. Munshi
maintained that many things may not be exactly worship rather in a sense practice of that
religion. For instance, the immersion process of Ganapathi and Goddess Durga among many
other in river is a religious practice and not worship.

While guaranteeing religious liberty, the Constitution took cognizance of the specific needs of
particular communities. It has accepted and accommodated the significance of some religious
practices of Hinduism, evangelizing activities of Christianity, wearing of Kirpans for theSikhs
and similar with other religions. In deference to the sentiments of the Christian community,
Article 25 included not just the right to profess and practice religion but also the right to
propagate one’s religion. As rightly said by Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra, a member of the
Constituent Assembly, “India would lose all her spiritual values and heritage unless the right
to practice and propagate is recognized as a fundamental right.”

The Constitution averred its secular character by dissociating political and civil rights from
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religious identity and by granting equal status and liberty to all communities. It did not merely
stipulated equal status and liberty for all religions, rather it gave them equal liberty to pursue
their religion. Therefore, a complete separation between state and religious denominations
was not thinkable, hence, not possible in India. Indian Muslims were previously allowed to
keep their civil code based on Shari’a, while Hindu civil code were reformed, hoping that the
Civil Code would become the common Code for all the Indians.

Likewise, the caste system which is still prevailing mostly among Hindus and Sikhs, posed as a
major challenge for the nation. The origins of the caste system lie in Indian civilization rather
than in religion. However, it is interesting to say that the castes being the most anti- democratic
institution has continued to be instrumental in the growth of the Indian electoral democracy.
While Mahatma Gandhi considered the caste system as an ethic problem, Dr. Ambedkar took
it as a political issue. They thought that the caste consciousness would disappear with the
modernization and socio-political awareness. But, what actually happened was that castes
continued to develop group consciousness for their identity and making them aware of the
possibility of having their interests recognized as members of a particular caste group and
hence create agendas for electoral politics.

Secularism requires separation of religion from state, no state involvement and non-
interference in religious matters. However, in India, a distinction is made between the state
intervention and state involvement. The state could regulate and supervise non-religious
activities of religious institutions, issues of religious worship and practice are the prerogatives
of the community. But, the nature or extent of involvement is not stipulated, and the kind of
involvement is not similar in all cases and for all religion, which left room for different
interpretation by the state. The government in power is free to determine the appropriate
form of involvement under any circumstances. This gives the state and political parties the
significant leeway to use it in patronizing any specific community and win their support in
competitive politics. Almost allparties have acted in a like manner, sought support from different
communities, some of the majority communities and others of specific minorities.

Secularism or Pseudo- Secularism
Thus, the concept of secularism is an innovation of independent India; it is based on the principle
of equality and not tolerance or peaceful coexistence. In other words, secularism is not a
legacy of traditional or premodern India. In pre-modern India, the religion of the ruler was
explicitly accepted by the subjects of the princely states and thus religious tolerance was existed
primarily in those social hierarchies. So long as the hegemony of the dominant group was not
challenged, different communities could co-exist peacefully. (Gupta 1996) Already, different
social groups enjoyed the freedom to practice and propagate their religions in the pre-
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independence period, but, unification of the states and the introduction of democracy with
independence, that asserted the equality of all communities irrespective of their race, religion,
caste, language and region, were now allied to their claims as equal partners in the public
arena, sharply as components of the right to citizenship (Mahajan 2007). Thus, Secularism
and democracy were thus indissolubly linked together.

The relation between the provision of equal amount of religious liberty to all the communities
and equality of all communities need to be analyzed properly because, there are events in the
pre and post independent India that the communal sentiments are hooked up by the political
parties claiming to speak on behalf of the Hindu majority. Democracy as a system in which the
will of the majority prevails, they maintain that the culture of the majority should prevail in
the public arena. That is, it must be endorsed by the state. The agenda of these parties is to
construct a cohesive Hindu majority and stamp the culture of this majority in the public domain.
The latter marks a radical shift, if not a complete rejection, of the fundamental premise on
which the Constitution of India was founded (Hansen 2019). The agenda of cultural
majoritarianism rests upon the assumption that: (a) strong nation-states can only be built
around a shared cultural identity; and (b) Hinduism is not a religion of any one community but
a ‘way of life’ that is, and must be, the basis of a shared cultural and national identity. At the
time of framing the Constitution, Hinduism was seen as the religion of the majority. The
Committee on the Rights of Minorities worked with this understanding while discussing the
cultural and political rights of identified religious minorities. The Constituent Assembly also
acknowledged the presence of diverse and heterogeneous religious communities within the
country. It is in recognition of this diversity that they stipulated the policy of equal religious
liberty for all. In sharp contrast to thisvision expressed in the Constitution, the advocates of
cultural majoritarianism conceive Hinduism as a “way of life.” They do not see it as the religion
of a community. In fact, they do not define it as a religion at all. For them it is a “comprehensive
philosophy”, and a set of traditions shared by the people living within a territorial entity called
“Bharat” (RSS 2000). The transformation of Hinduism into a shared religion/culture of the
people of India erases just those differences of identity that had been explicitly acknowledged
by the Constitution. More significantly, it allows the nation-state to express a specific cultural
identity – namely, the identity of the majority. At the time of independence, it was recognition
of religious and cultural differences that had necessitated the absence of any state-endorsed
religion. The state was expected not to have any religious or cultural identity of its own so that
different communities could have an equal status and degree of liberty within the nation-
state. However, with the identification of Hinduism as the shared identity of all people of
India, recognized religious differences are being effaced, thereby allowing the state to express
the cultural identity of the majority and declare it as the national identity.
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Brief History of Hindu and Hinduism
The term ‘Hindu’ is a derivative from the river name Sindhu, the native name of the river
Indus. There is a consensus that the name Sindhu became ‘Hind’ or ‘Hindu’ in Persian languages
and then re-entered Indian languages as ‘Hindu’, originally with the sense of an inhabitant of
the lands near and to the east of the Indus river. (Lorenzen 1999)

It is widely believed that the variants of the word ‘Hindu’ are found in Persian vernacular and
the religious sense of Hindu has long coexisted and overlapped with an ethnic and geographical
sense. What the constructionists argue is that this ethno-geographical sense of Hindu remained
overwhelmingly dominant till the nineteenth century, and that only after nineteenth century
the religious sense became widespread and that was also claimed because of the British
invention of Hinduism. Etymology clearly supports an ethno-geographical meaning of Hindu.
Thus, Hinduism was mostly a cultural and geographic label, and only later it was applied to
describe the religious practices of the people of that land.

Few among the prominent scholars who have put forward the claim that Hinduism was
constructed, invented, or imagined by British scholars and colonial administrators only in the
nineteenth century. They were Vasudha Dalmia (1995), Robert Frykenberg (1989), Christopher
Fuller (1992), John Hawley (1991), Gerald Larson (1995), Harjot Oberoi (1994), Brian Smith
(1989), Heinrich von Stietencron (1989) and W. C. Smith (1962). Besides scholars like, Romila
Thapar (1985; 1989; 1996) and Dermot K illingley (1993) have offered somewhat
similararguments, but they have asserted a distinctive construction of modern Hinduism among
British orientalists and missionaries from the indigenous nationalists and communalists. Smith
J. Laine agreed that Hinduism was invented in the nineteenth century, but credits the invention
to the Indians rather than to the British. (Laine 1983)

According to Louis Renou, in Hinduism ‘religious books can be described as books written for
the use of a particular sect.’ (Renou 1972) Hinduism has often been described not as a religion
but as a ‘conglomeration of sects’. But, scholar like Monier Monier-Williams in his book
Hinduism (1877) justifies Hinduism not as an invention but as a ‘standard model’ of the religion.
They analyzed Hinduism as one religion, rather than simply a contrasting collection of sects,
beliefs, and practices. He claimed to find the basis of unity in two historical factors: first, an
origin in a “simple, pantheistic doctrine, but branching out into an endless variety of polytheistic
superstitions”; and, second, the fact that there is “only one sacred language and one literature,
accepted and revered by all adherents of Hinduism alike,” namely Sanskrit (Monier-Williams
1993). Besides, the author was undoubtedly influenced by the increasing importance of the
Bhagavad-Gita and Advaita by Hindu reformers of the nineteenth century. To him this was
simply a process of selective emphasis, and not invention (Monier-Williams 1877).
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There are many modern writers on Hinduism tend to follow three different models. Some
books are organized primarily in terms of major metaphysical and theological concepts (karma,
samsara, dharma, God, bhakti); some in terms of the textual history of gods, schools of thought,
and rituals; and some in terms of a catalogue of sects, beliefs and practices. These three
models or formats are obviously an ideal type, and there is almost no text on Hinduism that
follows any one model exclusively (Lorenzen 1991, 1995).

Hinduism as a religious system evolved very gradually, emerging out of the prehistoric religions
of the sub-Indian region and the Vedic religion of the Indo-Aryan civilization, which lasted
roughly from 1500 to 500 BCE. The evolution of Hinduism is believed to be divided into three
periods: the ancient period (3000 BCE-500 CD), the medieval period (500 to 1500 CE) and the
modern period (1500 to present). (Jaffrelot 2007)

From the early twentieth century Hinduism had taken shape into a form of nationalism, that
has been reviving in India and has shown fundamentalist tendencies as a counter action against
the western culture (Christian missionaries as well as British colonizers) and the Muslim
expansionism (allegedly related to the pan-Islamic movement rooted in the Middle East),
considered as ‘threat’ posing to the Hindus. (Jaffrelot, Therwath 2007)Nevertheless, the idea
of Hindu nationalism is a misnomer because conceptually Hindus, a religious group cannot be
nationalists or vice versa. Besides, the word Hinduism, where the ‘ism’ do not reflect the
essential characteristics of the religion, for it doesn’t have single text which can be used as a
common reference point (Hawley 1991). Apparently, a ‘Hindu’ consciousness was found its
first expression in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the Maratha empire under
Shivaji Bhosale. But the war fought by the Marathas were neither communal nor in the ethnic
sense, but rather believed to be ritual in character which was fought to restore the Holy sites
for the Hindus in certain places considered as holy, such as present Varanasi and Haridwar.
The development of Hindu nationalism is therefore a modern phenomenon that has developed
on the basis of strategies of ideology-building, and despite the original characteristics of a
diverse set of practices clubbed under the rubric of Hinduism (Smith 1962).

The key objective of the Hindu Nationalism as a politico-ideological paradigm is to invigorate
the declining Hindu nation and civilization, and for that he Hindu ideologues exclaims that the
Islamic invaders who ruled in India were primarily responsible. Similarly, for the 1947 partition
based on Jinnah’s two nation theory justifying Hindus and Muslims with intolerable cultural
and religious. The Hindu nationalism and Hindutva project has undergone through three distinct
phases in India. At the very outset of the first phase (1920s-60s) especially from Dayananda
Saraswati who tried to invigorate the Hindus by drawing their attention to the golden era of
Hinduism that belonged to the Vedic era which took Hindus to an glorious stature. During this
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phase, the Hindu Mahasabha and the RSS were formed (Jaffrelot 2007). It was basically led
the upper-caste Hindus. However, there were differences that arose between Savarkar and
other members of the RSS. Savarkar was radical and his construction of Hindu identity is
territorial, genealogical (fatherland) and religious (holy land). To him, the Hindu Rashtra is
more of a territorial aspect than of religious. It is because the Hindus represent a cultural and
civilizational blend which is not a ‘religio-fundamentalist construction’ rather a secular-
rationalist one (Chakrabarty and Jha 2020). Savarkar overlooked the ritualistic aspects of Hindu
identity. Whereas, the RSS members sought to combine modern nationalist politics with an
orthodox understanding of society and religion. Besides, this was also the period during which
the Hindutva project that failed to attract the masses or to make its presence felt electorally
due to lack of support.

The second phase(1973-96) began from the time when M.S. Golwalkar with his radical view
vindicated that Muslims were neither loyal to the nation nor were dependable partners in the
battle for freedom from foreign domination. Hence, Golwalkar started to appeal for mobilizing
Hindus against their Muslim counterparts. This phase experienced the expansion of Hindutva
ideology and political activities. Balasaheb Deoras was appointed as the RSS chief. He combined
the two aspects, but minimized the orthodox religiosity and emphasized more on the political
aspects of Hindutva. From then onwards, the RSS began to expand its activities among
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Tiwary 2015) in order to popularize the views and
values of Hindutva among the newer sections, which was earlier confined to upper castes
only (Vora and Palshikar 1990). This phase gathered further impetus with the agitation for the
construction of Ram Mandir on the site of the Babri mosque at Ayodhya in the late 1980s. The
demolition of Babri Masjid in 1992 made it clear that the Hindu nationalism was not just an
academic expression, but a clearly defined ideological inclination that were drawn from the
historical records of mistreatment done by the Muslim invaders on the indigenous Hindus of
Hindusthan. This was the event that justifies the rise of the Hindu nationalist ideological forces
in India in the post-1992 period. Hence, most of the time it was been conceptually defined as
cultural fundamentalism, similar to religious fundamentalism that articulates its responses in
an indistinguishable manner. Those who do not conformed with the mainstream tradition
gets socially expatriated. (Chakrabarty and Jha 2020)

The third phase of the Hindutva project began from mid-1990s. It was marked the electoral
adjustments. For the BJP, this phase brought several alteration in the election manifesto and
to its formal position, for which there were conflicts between the BJP and other Hindutva
organizations. The BJP adopted some liberal economic policies which upset the RSS. The other
development pointed towards the increasing numbers of OBC candidates in power positions
among the Hindu nationalists parties. Thus, rise of the lower-middle castes or OBCs gave the
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impression that India’s politics, hitherto dominated by the upper castes, was undergoing
fundamental change and it was perceived as a moment of the expansion of democracy. (Yadav
1999)

Besides, the emergence of the fourth phase of Hindutva is tacitly grounded on the
transformation that took place in democratic politics in general, and competitive politics in
particular. The reshaping of and Hindu ethnic nationalism and Hindutva runs in an entwined
fashion with the decline of the Congress party. This era witnesses the rise of a new majoritarian
politics mainly on religious majoritarianism that sufficiently legitimized the claims to power
and domination. (Vora 2004)

Hence, the present government and its fundamental Hindu ethnic nationalism has carefully
made its stand by constantly engaging with the public opinion. The majoritarian policies has
also favored in balancing its ‘centrism’ with the steady dispersion of Hindutva ideology into
the democratic politics as an acceptable countenance of community interests of India today.

1 Not many parties would have such a complex relationship with the ideology and the
‘organization’ that gave birth to it. The BJP and RSS lately appear to be settling issues of co-
ordination by resorting to formal mechanisms of appointing liaison officials. This move is similar
to the tedious negotiations that the British Labour Party enters into with the trade unions in
order to formally settle issues between them. Critics of the RSS and BJP have not taken note
of this complex and dynamic relationship between parent organization and party as a serious
factor in understanding the BJP.
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Abstract:
Culture can be called as the way of life of an entire community. It plays an important role in
shaping the identity of a community. The North East India has been a hub of different cultures
and traditions. The Misings which are considered as the second largest tribe of Assam are well
known for their cultures and traditions and the beliefs associated to it. Amongst the various
festival of the Misings, Po:rag is one of the most remarkable. Po:rag is an agricultural based
festival and has been deeply observed by the community for ages. The paper is an attempt to
analyze the origin of Po:rag and celebration in the community along with the beliefs and
rituals associated to it and the changes we find up to the present time.
Key words: Po:rag, Mising, Culture, Tradition, Festivals, Community

Culture imparts the value of existence to the lifestyle of a community. Culture is the first
identity of a community. Culture changes from time to time.Through change, culture travels
to new horizons due to which we can compare culture to the movement of a river. Along this
journey, sometimes the culture of a community loses its distinctive characteristics and takes
on new or mixed forms, but this is not always compatible to the culture. It is, because in some
cases we find the extinction of culture in such processes. The Misings belonging to Mongoloid
stock living in Assam since ages, are known for their rich language and literature, food tradition
and culture. It is a matter of pride and dignity to keep their cultural identity alive despite the
social, political and economic crises they have faced since ancient times. We find many
communities losing their identity and culture with the assimilation of different culture. In
such a context, it is truly remarkable that the Mising people, who have no history of monarchical
political rule, have preserved their own culture to the present day.

The Po:rag festival is one of the festivals that gives uniqueness to the Mising culture. This
agricultural based society organize the expensive Po:rag festival in every 5/10 years. The Po:rag
festival is celebrated inside the periphery of a local area. This is because each village celebrates
this festival at different times according to its convenience. This festival is not celebrated by
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the entire Mising community at the same time or at a particular month or date as the festivals
of ‘Ali Aye Lrvgang’ or ‘Dobur’ is celebrated.
The meaning, significance and history of the word Po:rag is not easy to determine. However,
scholars have tried to investigate the mysterious meaning and history of Po:rag. Chandrakanta
Lachan, former President of the Mising Agam Kebang , has tried to determine the meaning of
the word ‘Po:rag’ as follows — Apong + Aag raag = Po:rag. In other words, the word Po:rag
comes from the combination of the two words Apong (traditional rice beer of the Misings)
and Ag rag. At the beginning of the Po:rag festival,the Mibu (traditional priest of the Misings)
performs the Apong Ag rag ( traditional way of keeping the Apong for fermentation in Taleng
ekkam (a kind of leave),and dhola) in this society. Therefore, Lachan suggests that this function
is closely related to the creation of the word Po:rag. According to author Apple Doley, the
word Po:rag conveys the idea of unity of the community. The author tries to explain the mystery
of the word Po:rag as follows— Po-min + Ragnam = Po:rag . Here Po-min means nation or
community and Ragnam means binding or unification. One of the researchers of Mising culture,
singer, Oi Appun Ganesh Pegu, believes that the source of Po:rag is the word Po:bor. In his
opinion, the Misings who loved Apong observed the festival to celebrate the festival together
for merry making and by drinking Apong.  Boxiram Morang, a leading writer of Mising society
mentions Po:rag as “ A large, safe, tall, and long Changhar (traditional Mising house)
constructed to keep three or four hundred packages of Apong. This house is called Po:rag
(Morang, 9). Apong’s contribution to the analysis of the meaning and significance of the word
Po:rag is noteworthy. Apong is of immense importance in the cultural life of the Mising society.
Role of Apong in the daily life of the Mising is significant. We find the association of Apong in
Po:rag and several festivals of the Misings.Therefore, some believe that the origin of the word
Po:rag is related to Apong. The first Mising historian, Sonaram Panyang Kataki, said, “After
coming to the plains, young men and women, like the Assamese people, started celebrating
‘Narasiga Bihu’ together . In Miri language it is called Po:rag “ (Panyang, 30) .

The third chapter of Rajnikant Bardoloi’s novel Miri Jiyari that refers to the Po:rag festival as
Narasiga Bihu . Another writer, Bhanu Doley explains that Po:rag festival originated from the
folk beliefs of the agricultural society —

“... when they came to the plains and settled along the rivers, they were confronted with
nature. As a result, they believe that if they cannot satisfy the god ‘Uyu’ at home or in the
fields before, in the middle or at the end of agriculture, the harvest will not be good ; and be
destroyed by natural disasters. This adverse condition of environmental agriculture contributed
to the celebration of this festival. Po:rag is an agricultural festival celebrated by the Misings
(Doley, 61).”
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The role of folklore in the history of folk societies cannot be denied. Some people have tried
to determine the origin of the Po:rag festival on the basis of several such folklores. One such
folktale is: There was once a great famine in the world. Facing this famine, Abutani brought
rice seeds from Ka:ze Yang and sowed them in the fields, but the pigeons ate the rice. Abutani
was crying in grief. Then a God named Cheukari asked him the reason behind his grief. After
hearing the account of the incident from Abutani, he killed the pigeons with bows and arrows,
cut their stomachs, removed the paddy seeds and advised Abutani to sow it again and told
him to celebrate 3 festivals (Do:bur, Ali-aye-Lrvgang, Po:rag) under condition of good harvest.
In time, the paddy grew very well, so Abutani on the advice of Cheukari, built a big house and
held a ritual. Later, that ritual came to be known as Po:rag (Medak, 71).

The Po:rag festival is one of the most expensive public events of the Mising society. This festival
requires a large amount of funds from the people . Therefore, it is necessary to take measures
to ensure that the funds are raised properly. To raise the required amounts, the youths of the
village under the Deka Bora, Tiri Bora (Mising Bhakats) takes adequate measure. Preparations
for the Po:rag festival starts about 1/2 years ago . As, the economic life of this society is mainly
dependent on agriculture. Therefore, the process of raising funds for Po:rag is naturally
associated with agriculture. The villagers collectively raise funds through dag  lag / mainang ,
husuri and cooperative farming.

It is a tradition of this society to build a Murong okum( a traditional house for community
purpose) for the Po:rag festival. In the past, permanent Murong okum were found in every
village and were widely used in daily life. However, the construction and use of Murong Okum
has in later periods can be considered as taithabas. However, nowadays the tradition of building
Murong okum is being revived and this is a good sign for the society. During the Po:rag festival,
the usual tradition is to welcome the respected Minoms (guest) with dance to the Murong
okum with affection, respect and reverence.

Since ages, the Mibus have been playing a major role in carrying the cultural identity of the
Mising community. In the past, most of the pujas, festivals and ceremonies of the Mising
society were not performed without Mibu . The Po:rag festival was no exception. In the past,
Mibu played an important role in the Po:rag festival. The customs of inviting the Mibu to the
Po:rag festival with affection, respect and devotion, welcoming the young men and women
to the Murong okum with dance, and allowing the Mibu to sit on a Gadu (Mirijim) in the
Murong okum were all integral parts of Po:rag. During the Po:rag festival, the ‘Mibu Chumnam’
(dancing in hoops) program was performed by the Mibu in collaboration with the village youths.
Through dance and performance of Abang, (Mibu folk songs) Mibu receives divine power as is
believed and then he explains the possible good and evil of the village to the people present
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at the festival and shows the path to remedy. Nowadays, the Mibu Dagnam festival has been
removed from the Po:rag in some areas due to the lack of Mibu. Some of the religious rituals
performed by Mibu are now performed by Satola Budha or Migam Bora (Mising bhakats) .
During the Po:rag festival, a special festival called ‘Asi katlignam’ is celebrated with religious
rituals. Earlier, this was done by Mibu but nowadays it is done by Satola Budha or Migam
Bora. In this process, Po:bor (a conical bamboo device used for filtration of Apong) is filled
with Nagajang or Po:nok i.e  filling the raw material of Apong, water is poured to extract the
juice from it . This first watering process of Apong is associated with several customs and
practices along with prayers and well wishes for the villagers during the Po:rag.  After the
young men and women circumambulate the Po:rag place three or five times with dancing
and singing, they pour water into the Poh:bar in the presence of gods and goddesses such as
Donyi Polo, Sedi Melo, Karsin Kartang Gumin- Soyin, Padang-Nana ( Payeng, 39 ).

The village that celebrates Po:rag invites the neighboring village as ‘ Minam Dolung’ (guest
village). According to the wishes and capacity of the village celebrating the festival several
villages may be invited as ‘Minam Dolung’  . This tradition of invitation is known as ‘min   n
manam’ ; That is, Mib + n  manam = Minam. Here the meaning of Mib is guest and n manam
is invitation.  The Minam Dolungs also honor the invitation as much as possible and the young
men and women of the village go in droves and cooperate wholeheartedly in the festival of
the invited village. There is an unannounced competition among the young men and women
to perform dance and songs . It is a tradition for these Minam Dolungs to invite the village
back as their Po:rag Minom Dolung when they celebrate the Po:rag festival later . This tradition
plays one of the roles in maintaining peace, harmony, unity and brotherhood among the Mising
villages . Therefore, it is not an exaggeration to say that the Po:rag is a festival of friendship
and brotherhood .

One of the notable aspects of this festival is that all the married daughters from the village are
invited to this festival. Especially daughters who are married from one Po:rag to another i.e
within 5/10 years are invited to the Po:rag festival. When the number of married daughters of
the village is low, the daughters who have already been invited with the previous Po:rag are
also invited again. This means that a married daughter can be invited to the festival twice. The
daughters follow the invitation of the Po:rag and also bring a drummer, dancer and singer
along with them and there is a song and dance competition among the young men and women
who accompany the daughters . The young men and women also try to perform excellent
dances and songs in this competition to maintain the standard of their village or region .
Pigs are offered as the main offering in Mising festivals. The Po:rag festival is no exception.
According to traditional customs, a pig is offered as the main offering during this festival. The
pig is washed and thrown upside down and a ‘dankur’ (a bamboo or wooden stick-shaped tool
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for slaughtering pigs) is placed around its neck. The young men and women dance around the
pig and circumambulate it five times. Then the Satola Budha or Migam Bora and Barpuwari (
Mising Bhakats) together aim a stick of bamboo at the pig’s liver and cut it. Finally, the pig is
than crush with a knife. In the process, the villagers present at the ceremony pray in the name
of Donyi Po:lo, Gumin soyin, Karsang  Kartang prays for the welfare of the village. Except the
main pig for the offering of the festival the rest of the pigs are killed in the usual way. There is
no fixed rate for the number of pigs to be offered or done in a Po:rag, it depends on the
population and economic strength of the village and accordingly the number of pigs can be
more than 7/9. At the celebration, the priests examine various parts of Aainang/ Asinang (the
liver) of the main pig and inform the villagers about the possible good and bad luck that the
village will face in the future.

On the second day of the Po:rag, the invited Minoms are specially welcomed and treated.
They welcome the Minoms with dances and songs and bid them farewell with dances and
songs. The youths of Minam Dolung also dance around the Murong Okum five times and bid
farewell to the festival .

On the third day, the invited daughters received special attention. In other words, this day is
celebrated for the daughters. The villagers treat the sons-in-law and their families with affection
and respect. On the day, a dance and song competition is held among the young men and
women who accompany their daughters. On this day, the Po:rag Toli becomes festive with
songs and dances.

The fourth day is dedicated to the village brides, who remains busy with various activities
throughout the days of Po:rag. So on the fourth day, they eat together. On the fifth and sixth
days, the villagers prepare a feast together. On the last day of the Po:rag festival, Migam Bora
and Barpuwari are escorted home from the Po:rag venue by the young men and women with
dances and the festival ends with this.

Conclusion
Change in culture is a perpetual process and is time consuming. In fact, changes in people’s
thinking, contemplation and sense of beauty also bring about changes in the sphere of culture.
The Mising culture has also undergone these changes. This wave of change has accelerated,
especially since the twentieth century. The Misings Po:rag festival reflects this change. There
are changes in the physical, folk customs and environmental arts of this society as it enters
modern life and these elements are likely to have brought about a wave of change in the
Po:rag festival. There are many aspects of changes in the Po:rag festival with modern elements,
such as making of pandal, stage decoration and, cultural evenings, combination of President
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and Secretary posts in the organizing committee of Po:rag and the program being led by the
President and Secretary instead of Deka Bora and Tiri Bora.
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Abstract:

In the Barbhag subdivision of the Nalbari district, the current study was carried out to report
indigenous medicinal approaches to treating boils and related inflammations using indigenous
knowledge-based plant practices. The study was carried out to explore the ethnobotanical
features of medicinal plant resources. The region was thoroughly surveyed and many visits
were made to gather data. The information was created using conversations with regional
traditional healers and validated using published research. However, there is a need for
phytochemical studies and other scientific evaluations of medicine formulation and active
component confirmation.

Keywords: Ethnobotany, boil, indigenous, phytochemical, traditional knowledge.

Introduction

Assam’s typical climate and terrain make it a rich source of floristic diversity. For food, fiber,
and herbal remedies, rural communities rely on floristic resources as a source of livelihood.
Ethnic groups and communities in Assam practice using natural, affordable resources that are
close to nature and accessible to their community. Traditional knowledge-based health care is
still used today to treat or manage a variety of ailments.1 In Assam’s rural communities, many
ethnic groups utilize numerous plant parts to treat common maladies like colds, coughs, mild
fevers, jaundice headaches, toothaches, and stomachaches. Rural residents are more likely to
engage in traditional herbal practices due to the simple access to plant resources in and around
their communities.2 Traditional remedies for boils and other associated issues appear to work
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well.3 As a result, these customs continue to exist across many tribes and communities within
the ethnic culture.

Boils, which can develop everywhere on the body but are more common in locations where
there is hair brought on by pathogenic bacteria, primarily pathogens like Staphylococcus aureus.
It presents as a complicated, severe, and red inflammation that lasts for several weeks or
more and hurts badly.3, 4 It gets softer, more pronounced, and develops a pus pocket on the
boil’s top over 2–7 days. A grouping of larger boils known as a carbuncle is far more painful
and can result in more serious illnesses. The appearance of an infection in the anus, eye, or
bum is extremely alarming. The size of the injury, the severity of the infection, the body’s
resistance, and the efficacy of the therapy all have a role in how quickly these wounds and
illnesses heal. If given preferably during an infection, a specific formulation of locally grown
medicinal plant ingredients may fight the inflammations.

Materials and methods:

The Nalbari district’s Barbhag subdistrict are a densely populated area. Rural livelihoods in
the area continue to be founded on a rich tradition of using indigenous plants in ways that are
informed by traditional knowledge. Bej, Kobiraj, Oja, Vaidya, and senior citizens (generally
known as healers) from the subdivision practice ethnomedicine. Despite having a wealth of
ethnobotanical knowledge, the locals lack the documentation of traditional medical practices
that are necessary for the proper treatment of illnesses there. One such illness where traditional
knowledge-based use of plant parts is a source that can be found in the local area’s forests is
the boil. The current study is grounded in fieldwork, data gathering from a variety of sources,
and traditional healers. Frequent visits were done to document the medicinal plants.

Results

A total of 27 plant species were reported all of which are known to effectively treat boils and
other inflammatory conditions (table 1). The treatments involved several different plant
sections. The majority of these are plant parts such as roots, stems, leaves, rhizomes, bulbs,
and flowers. To control the proliferation, leaf pastes should primarily be used topically. Because
leaves are easier to get than other plant parts, this is the case. Studies are being conducted to
determine the possible contribution of active substances to the treatment of skin-related
inflammations.5 The study gave the local/vernacular names of the site’s plant resources
together with their ethnobotanical significance.6 The local population needs to be made aware
of the therapeutic use of these numerous plants, therefore this information is crucial.
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Table 1: A list of plant species used by the indigenous people in the study site based on the
data provided by interviewing personalities.
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Discussion
In ethnic communities, the ethnobotanical importance of plant species found in the natural
environment has produced major health advantages.7 Such societies rely heavily on natural
substances for their food, clothing, and medications. The traditional use of herbal remedies
for treating boils, carbuncles, and associated conditions is widespread among rural people in
the Barbhag region. Most traditional healers are aware of the prevalence, distribution, and
potency of the herbs found in the nearby woodlands. The majority of plant parts are used
topically, which has no negative health impacts. It was observed that Hydrocotyl sibthorpedis
Lam., Cissampelos pareira L., Calotropis gigentia (L.) R.Br. Ex Scultz, Centella asiatica (L.) Urban,
Drymeria diandra Blume, Azadirachta indica A. Juss. etc., are used most frequently in curing
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boils and related inflammations. Similar studies were conducted to document the applications
of ethnobotanical pieces of knowledge of various plant parts by different researchers. Adhikari
et al. (2018) conducted an elegant survey of indigenous medicinal plant practices in this region
and documented 71 plant species used for various reproductive ailments.5 This study makes
sense for the documentation of other ailments including boils, carbuncles, and other
inflammations indulging the traditional healers of this region. Dermatological disorders were
also studied in various parts of the world including Bangladesh,6, 7 India,2, 4, 8 and other provinces
of the world. Phytochemicals constitute are an important source of drugs. Deciphering the
role of such molecules may lead to the formulation of medicines for such diseases. 9

Conclusion
Traditional knowledge-based plants’ internal workings are still unknown. Due to the presence
of active ingredients, these plants may be effective in treating boils and other skin inflammatory
conditions. Which is beyond the scope of our investigation. However, if additional
phytochemical examination of traditional indigenous plants is done, new drugs will be
discovered. All of the traditional knowledge that is now available in our area must be
documented. Since the prehistoric era of the Vedas, Purans, and Samhitas, this information
has played a significant role in treating such ailments. They will enrich the socio-economy of
rural people. The rural people of the Barbhag subdivision are still primarily dependent on
traditional healers for their day-by-day problems.10 The easy availability of plant resources,
minimum cost for healing, and no toxicity of medicines is the main factor for the popularity of
healing practices. The people are still dependent on traditional indigenous techniques.
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Abstract
Rabindranath Tagore’s humanism is primarily based on the service to mankind. Man can extend
his consciousness in love to men and to Nature and in the art of love itself he can come to
realize the unity with the Divinity. As a great social reformer, he thought that all actions of
man is meaningful when they are related to human Values. The undertone of all his actions,
creations and thought is for human welfare and peaceful co-existence in the society. His
humanistic thought reflected comprehensively and intensely on the ontological status of man,
Nature and inter-personal relationship. This paper is a humble attempt to give a reflection on
humanism of Tagore. In order to expound the idea of humanism this paper embrace on his
concept of Man, Nature and inter-personal relationship.
Keywords:  Humanism, Man, Nature, Love.

Introduction
The word ‘Humanism’ is a philosophical ethical stance that emphasizes the value and agency
of human being individually and collectively and generally prefers critical thinking and evidence
over supposition. Humanism gives importance on nature of human beings and place of human
being in the word. It is the love for human. It is an attitude that concentrates on the on the
activities of man, rather than the super natural power.  Human value is the root of humanism.
Rabindranath Tagore was a humanist in his faith in the infinite potential of human. Tagore
based his idea of humanism on the Upanishads make for harmonious social existence.  As a
great social reformer he thought that all action of man will be meaningful when they are
related to human values. The undertone of all his actions, creations and thoughts is humanistic.
He is a passionate Indian but his nationalism transformed universalism. Tagore’s humanism is
Universal. His humanism deals with the analysis of universal nature and harmonious existence
of man. He gives emphasis on the development of inner personality of man. His humanism
mainly reveled through the idea of inter-personal relationship. His humanism reflected
comprehensively and intensely on the ontological status of man, nature and inter-personal
relationship.

Methodology
To this study analytical method has been used in order to analysis the concept a humanism of
Rabindranath Tagore. The present paper is based on the secondary data collected from
secondary sources books, journals, internet etc.
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Objectives
The main objectives of this paper are-
(i) To highlight the humanism of Tagore.
(ii) To focus the idea of man, nature and inter personal relation.
(iii) To find out the influence of humanism of Tagore in the present society.

Man in Tagore’s Humanism
Man is the superior to all living creature of world due to his spiritual nature and physical
organism. The evolution of mind and spirit makes man superior to animal. Physically man
enjoys much freedom than other animals. Man shares many of the animal traits along with
his spiritual talents. Man’s capacity for reviving his past history through memory which makes
him superior to animals. Man’s thirst not quenched by his biological activities Man has a creation
power. Man never receives the physical things of the world in a passive manner. Man has
ability gracility of adapting and transforming the things according to his own choice. Man has
two types of ego: material and moral ego .The man due to material ego cross all limitation,
contradiction or finiteness of life. Moral ego in man springs up him to a higher level. It is new
step of life like the “Second birth” (RNT, personality P.80) of man. In this step of life though
man retains many of the characteristics of animal still he has the true knowledge of   the right,
wrong, good and evil. Moral life inspires man to elevate himself from the world of nature to
the world of humanity. A man who entertains a materialistic attitude towards life is satisfied
only by material happiness, but one who is morally enlightened is not much affected by the
joys and sorrows of life.

Tagore realizes the infinite aspect of man inspires man to overcome all limitations and
contradictions through the development of his integral spirit of unity or synthetic outlook.
Tagore realizes his own self or true nature as unity or identity through the development of his
personality in its completeness and progress. This is the realization of a complete man ‘Manava
Brahma”. A man through the realization of a universal consciousness or infiniteness becomes
the divine and God as infinite potentiality also become human through his perfect manifestation
and realization in human life. This state of human life is the highest state of liberation. Tagore
says ‘to be dwelling in such contemplation while standing, walking, sitting or lying down until
sleep overcomes thee, is called living in Brahma”. (RNT- The religion, of man, P.14). In this
state of life mans can realize the prospects beyond contradictions and diversities. To realize
this final state of integral experience is to develop the highest state of human existence as
finite through a mergence with the infinite. Tagore introduces a process which is manifest in
love. Love helps a man to develop his infinity of existence through the relationship of the
highest value of life. One should extend his consciousness in love to nature and to men and in
this act of love itself he would come to the realization of unity with diversity. Love help to
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develop the infinity in the finite life and existence. Man can solve all contradictions of moral
and social life through the development of selflessness in love and joy. Through love human
society is for the best expression of man and that expression according to its perfection lead
to the full realization of the Divine in humanity. Man being free from all attachment and
limitation can claim kinship with God and it is the union with Divinity. Tagore realizes that only
by submerging the personal identify of self into collectivity man can come nearer and nearer
to his Desired. Complete self annihilation, self-effacement and negation of self consciousness
can lead to a complete union with the Divine.

Man and Nature
Tagore believed that man can attain perfection through personality. The perfection of man
leads him to realize with the Divinity. It is the ultimate human destiny. His idea of human
personality is finding its fruition through the realization of the feeling of co-relation with nature.
He is of the opinion that nature does not lose herself but reveals its true nature to the self of
a person, having its own eternal binding with human nature. Man and nature have a relation
of collaboration and transcendence. Both man and nature are ontologically equally important
for Tagore. “(S.P. Banerjee, Rabindranath’s the concept of Personality and the challenges of
Today; P.31). In the vastness of nature, we are not unknown strangers; we are her kit and kin.
He also compares the beautiful nature with our mother Tagore says,” When in the morning
looked upon the light I felt in a moment that I was no stranger in this world that the inscrutable
without name and form had taken me in its arms in the form of my own mother (S.
Radhakrishnan, The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore, P.VII.2). According to S.C. Sengupta
the inter relation between the man and the nature can be found at the lower or the
communication stage and the higher or the communion stage. Man has a very good
communication with nature. Nature helps man to develop his personality in as much as man
helps the nature to revels its beauty. Man grows long with the nature in so far as he can
identify himself with the nature and makes it his messengers of communication. With the
help of the nature man creates his own nature, creates beauty and creates art. In his creativity
and self-expression, man become conscious of the abundance, his ability to go beyond his
physical finitude and through creation of art, strives, to send his communication to the supreme
person who revels Himself to him (.S.C Sengupta, The Surplus in Man: The poet’s philosophy
of Man” in Rabindranath Tagore and the challenges of Today. P. 39-54)

Man due to attachment with empirical life forgets the true nature. It is not because that the
nature has grown out of touch with us, rather we do not passive nature in its aspect of unity,
we are drive to destruction by our focus on the fragmentary. Tagore says,” when a man does
not realize his kinship with the world, he lives in a prison house whose walls are alien to him.
When he meets the eternal spirit in all objects, then he is emancipated for then he discovered
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the fullest significance of the world into which he is born; then he finds himself in perfect
truth, and his harmony with the all is established.” (Rabindranath Tagore, ‘Sadhana,’ in the
English writings of Rabindranath Tagore, VOL.2. P.283).There is always a correlation between
the nature and man. Tagore thinks that the unity of the man and the nature has its source in
the Absolute. The man and the nature are the two aspects of the same Absolute.

Inter Personal Relationship
 Humanism of Tagore is based on the primordial relationship of me and you. The inter-personal
relationship of I and thou is the essence of his humanism. Tagore calls his humanism as the
Religion of man. But religion does not suggest that man is under the control of an infinite
spiritual being like God. The function of religion is to bring the individual into harmony in
reason, in love, in deal with the supreme man or God. The aim of true religion is the realization
of one’s kinship with everything. Tagore say’s “No more sailing from harbor to harbor with
this my weather beaten boat now I am eager to die into the deathless.”(Tagore, Gitanjali,
P.100). The reality of the supreme person is as much dependent upon the personal being as
the latter dependent upon the former. So, God is also personal being like man. The Vedantic
conception of the Divinity in man (Nara- Narayana) is developed in Tagore’s ‘Religion of man’
avoiding the ordinary religions with their rites, rituals, superstitions and mythologies. God is
there in every life (Jivan Devata) and the realization of it through knowledge or intuition is the
essence of religion. Tagore says, “God is be found not in Temples or Mosques but in humanity
itself” (Tagore, Gitanjali, P. 73). He believed that state of realizing our relationship with
everything through the union with the Divine is the supreme end and fulfillment of humanity.
So, the spirit of one in God has the many for the realization of the unity and the realization of
the unity and the truth behind this spiritual union is love. Through the realization of love he is
unite with the all- pervading spirit. When man becomes free from all limitations he relates
himself with all men. He does not believed in renunciation of actions or ascetic life. He believed
in the renunciation of bad desires which are not good for human society. When man detaches
from the narrow boundaries of selfishness then he attains true vision of the beauty or good.
This is the ultimate object of our desire. When we feel that, we must realize the whole world
in love.

Conclusion
The world is a dynamic creative process. It produces ever novel forms and qualities. In this
dynamic world process man can realize his free nature and spiritual value by honesty and
inner holiness. Tagore observe that man can realize truth, beauty and goodness through selfless
service for mankind in love. Man can express himself through his creativity. There arises an
interpersonal relationship between myself and the other. Tagore believes that to attain our
world-consciousness, we have to bring together our feelings with this all-persuasive infinite
feeling and this is possible when we free ourselves from all the bonds of personnel desire and
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prepare ourselves for our social obligations and sharing the miseries of our fellow beings.
Humanism of Tagore is harmony between the individual and the society, the society of human
as a whole.  His humanism is not limited purview a narrow nationalism. Tagore pleads for the
international brotherhood. His love for humanity is very deep his humanistic outlook is more
international than national. He wanted to channelize the stream of nationalism to the direction
of supra-nationalism or universalism by freeing human soul from all bondage and miseries
and thereby transcending itself into a search for universal love and brotherhood. When the
present modern world a under constant threat of fragmentalism in the face of narrow
sectarianism, regionalism, communalism and linguistic snobbery where peace is dwindled up
under the paw of greedy consumerism arising out of negative dimension of globalization,
where place and harmony is under the constant threat of unplanned aggressive technology,
Tagore’s humanism can give us true path. In this situation his humanism would be the massage
of world peace and harmony.
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